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THE NEOPHYTES of the Ancient and Beneficent Orderof theRed,RedRosem~ch 
around the Ramada Inn Pool in an attempt to prove their worthine~ to the Grand Old 
Man. Many of these masked men are FTU educators and administrators. See Page 11 for 
an exclusive story and more photos. (Photo by Pete Wilcox) 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
tor the . .. 
11r~•••1•••.111111111ou 
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Exec. Decision Exvected 
On Greek Housing Plan 
Greek organizations can 
an ticip·ate an administrative 
decision concerning on-campus 
Greek housing in the near future. 
Six weeks ago, the Greek 
housing committee submitted its 
final recommendation 
concerning_ a "Greek park" to 
the Executive Committee 
composed of President Charles 
Millican, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs C. B. Gambrell, 
Vice President for Business 
Affairs J. P. Goree and Vice 
President for Student Affairs W. 
Rex Brown. 
"Greek organizations are an 
important part of the total 
university program. By having 
- . 
By Michelle McBumey 
suitable housing for fraternities 
and sororities located on or near 
campus, the university would be 
developing its social, cultural and 
intramural programs," said Dean 
of Men Paul McQuilkin, member 
of the Greek housing committee. 
Greek organizations are now 
awaiting the Uhiversity's final 
decision on whether they .can 
start to build on campus within 
the next two years. · 
'Ibe Greek housing committee, 
consisting of administrators, 
faculty members and students, 
recommended the university 
consider leasing property to 
colony groups having adequate 
alum~ and financial support. 
. According to the report, only 
four fraternities and the 
Panhellenic Board could finance 
substantial housing funds. 
The committee also suggested 
that the lapd for the park be close 
to the main campus and that each 
organization would have the 
financial respon8ibility · for 
developing the land. 
'Ibe Greek housing committee 
investigated po~ibilities for 
off-campus, lodge, apartment, 
dormitory .and suite housing; 
optimum gpace and finances; 
housing trends, and the impact of 
distance from campus concerning 
the role of the Greek 
organizations, 
Disturbance Bill 
F ails Approval 
By David Foster 
A Student Government bill 
intended to draw up a new 
university policy concerning 
group disturbances was vetoed 
last week by Rex Brown, vice 
president for student affairs. · 
The bill was passed by the 
Student Senate late last quarter 
and shortened the time limits ·on 
the notification to University 
Police of planned demonstrations 
on campus. The bill.also removed 
some of the strict procedures 
present in the current university 
policy in order to allow more 
flexibility in the policy's 
application. 
Brown cited several reasons for 
the veto of the bill, He said that in 
many areas the SO bill was simply 
redundant with tegard to current 
policy and that the senators 
involved had overlooked legalistic 
principles that apply to the · 
balance between effective 
university policy and prior 
restraint upon guarantees of the 
First Amendment. 
SG President Steve Adamick 
.said, "In my opinion, th~ bill 
WQuld have been merely a minor 
change in university policy. In 
veto ing the b ill , Brown expressed 
difficulties which are expected to 
follow all proposed changes; 
nevertheless, he also expressed. 
·. the willingness to work these out. 
Adamick said that he intends 
to investigate the need for the 
proposed changes himself, and to 
find out whether the senators 
in v o 1 ved, principally Hunter 
Potts, researched the bill before 
they wrote it. 
Adamick stated he felt that 
Hunter Potts' main intention was 
to relax the present university 
_policy in view of the present 
laxity in campus unrest 
throughout th~ country. 
Adamick said that student 
demonstrations at FTU have been 
few in number. He said, "The -
present university policy was 
drafted during the heat of campus ' 
Unrest and was intended to 
discourage demonstrations from 
the campus. 
Medical Instruction Program 
·Receives Support Of .Murr ay 
Under the present policy any 
student, or group of students, 
participating in a disorderly 
gathering and refusing to disperse 
are subject to suspension and 
possibly subsequent expulsion 
f~m the university. 
. The new policy proposed by 
SG would have required students 
to alert the University Police 16 
hours in advance of any 
demonstration. Present policy 
dictates a period of 48 hours. 
Dr. Louis C. Murray, Orlando 
physician and former Board of 
Regents member, recently ·was 
reported as saying he thought a 
first-year, basic medical 
instruction program could be 
instituted at FTU "by fall of 
1974." 
This week Murray elaborated 
on the quote, declaring that 
although FTU will probably get 
such a program, it "will probably 
take at least three years to 
establish at FTU. About all we 
can hope to do by the fall of 197 4 
is receive authorization and funds 
to plan such a program." 
Murray~s sentiments were 
echoed by Dr. Robert J. Laid, 
assistant dean. and 
pre-professional coordinator of 
the .College of Natural Sciences. 
Laird said, "It would be 
impossible to set up such a 
program at FTU by the fall of 
1974. We don't have the space or 
the equipment, and we have not 
even requested the program yet 
forFTU." 
Basically, under the program 
pre-med student.s .would acquire 
their rmt year of medical science 
education at qualified universities 
instead of medical schools, thus 
By Pete Spivey 
easing the pinch on medical 
schools and averting the need to 
build new ones. 
FTU would be the second 
university in the state to offer the 
program. It was instituted two 
years ago at florida State 
University and according to 
Murray, is working out "quite 
well." 
At FTU, the medical student 
would spend his first year here, 
Gross Says 
Quote Wrong 
According to Les Gross, 
university purchaser, he was 
misquoted in last week's story 
about F1U 's proposed name 
change. 
't commented on the fact that 
no one would be foolish enough 
to throw away the old FIU 
stationery, so from this aspect, it 
would not cause the unive.rsity 
any additional expense," said 
Gross. . 
his second and third years at the 
University of Florida, University 
of South Flo!'ida or Miami, and 
return to FTU for his fourth year 
of medical instruction. In the two 
years at FTU he would gain 
practical experience by working 
in Orlando-area hospitals. 
Currently, the University of 
Florida accepts only 64 of 
approximately 800 applicants for 
the first year of medical studies. 
The situation is comparable at 
Miami and South Florida. All 
three schools are capable of 
training many more students in 
the final phases of medical 
instruction, but in the basic 
sciences and prerequisites to 
clinical training, their resources 
are limited. 
..About 225 doctors are turned 
out in Florida· yearly. Under 
Murray's program, this figure 
could be easily increased to 500. 
When asked about the need for 
that many additional doctors, 
Murray replied, "There is ·not a 
doctor shortage as such · in 
Florida, but there is a shortage of 
Florida-educated doctors, and 
there is uneven distribution of 
-- - \ 
doctors, both in areas of practice 
and of geographical location." 
COps' Topics 
Why throw two dollars away? A 10-second telephone call 
saves that much . Paragraph Frl 7 of the University Traffic 
Manual reads: · ' 
" Personnel who have vehicles ,registered with the 
University Police and who, for emergency .reasons, must, of 
necessity, drive another vehicle for a short period (two or three 
days), are required . to notify the University Police 
Department immediately. The automobile being used will be 
parked in one of the spaces designated for their registered 
vehicle. Personnel failing to follow the above instructions will 
be subject to registration violati_ons." 
WEEKLY SUMMARY MARCH 26-APRIL 1 
Citations issued 
Courtesy citations issued 
Battery assists 
Opening locked vehicles 
(includea.motorist assists) 
Emergency runs · 
Traffic accidents investigated 
Items recovered and turned 
over to Lost and Found 











Area Meat 'Minutemen' 
Not Yet ·Begun ·To Fight 
WAKE UP, Central Florida! There is a war on out "there," and it's time 
to take up arms. 
It's not a shooting war, of course, but a w~r of the great American 
pocketbook versus the poor house; a war of supply versus demand; supply 
on the part of the slaughterhouses and wholesale meat markets, who are 
going to have to "supply" a cut in meat prices, and demand on the part of 
the American public who, hopefully, will not give in until they do. 
This. country has seen many wars: jungle wars, desert wars,' swamp 
wars, wars in the sky and wars on the sea .. . but this particular was is an 
all-new improved product ... a war fought at the grocery stores in the 
meat cases and on the dinner table of every home in America. 
THE "SHOT heard 'round the world" in this war ricocheted off the 
wall of the White House a couple of weeks ago when 300 peanut butter 
and jelly sandwiches made by irate housewives were received by the 
President, and the earliest skirmishes are in progress now. Restaurants 
have quit serving m·eat entrees, grocery stores have emptied meat cases, 
housewives are picketing Stores that haven't and recipes using fish, rabbit, 
cheese, macaroni, soy beans and any other imaginable be_ef substitutes are 
being circulated. The country 's first ·"all" horsemeat market is doing a 
booming business, selling thousands of pounds of meat a day . .. 
i 
And in Orlando? Well, when in the City Beautiful, , do as the City 
Beautiful ites do, because they never seem to do anything the rest of the 
country does. Maybe it's the humidity that has mildewed the brains a:id 
altered the thought patterns of Central Floridians, or maybe its the 
ultraviolet rays of Ole Man Sun; but whatever the case, as per usual we 
have missed the bandwagon (in this case warwagon). 
Well into this, the first week of the "Beef Buyers War," few, if any, area 
restaurants have taken to the trenches, no market has emptied its cases 
and housewives, even those who support the conflict in spirit, have not 
shown up on the streets in battle dress. 
THE COMMENTS ... ''Well, I just have to hl,ly some meat, my husband 
.won't eat anything else" ... "All I'm going to buy is hamburger" ... "I 
have to have steak, we are h~ving a dinner parfy Satl:lrday." 
• l1 
What Orlando needs is a ladies' unit of the old Lafayette Escadrille to 
drop a bombshell on local retailers or a female ''Winnie" to teach us all to 
keep a stiff upper lip.and a tight purse on beef purchases. 
In a war of this magnitude we can't afford a community of sunshine 
patriots-we can't even afford a pound of hamburger--so wake up, Central 
Florida! The war is here, not over there. 
By William Lee Hidden 
Today there seem to be groups and organizations for every cause 
under the sun. I'm sure there is one organization called Organization for 
Citizen' s Relief from· Organizat ions somewher~ in 'the Corn Islands off 
Latin America. With great groups doing so ~uch for th~ir. cause like 
Iceland Vetenms, Indian Rights Association or:A Citi~en's Org~ation 
for a S~e World, it came as no real surprise 'to me that in Chicago a 
group has been formed to "wipe Chicago clean of all pay toliets . ., 
- The group, which calls itself CEPTIA. insists that pay toilets are both 
immoral and unfair .. CEPTIA feels it is degrading for someone to have 
to come up with a dime simply to use the tojlet (and read the graffitti). 
"Sometimes they, even ~ cost .as much as a . quarter," ~~ CEPTJA 
spokesm~ said in an' in'terview for "Fift~ Estate.'"' ari und~t!nd 
paper out of Detroit -~, those must come complete with 
illustratforis. · ~ · _ ~ · ::. ·. 
.... . .- - . .:.,.. '.,... 
! 'f'. ., 
CEPTIA also charges-thitt the pay toilet iS a monopoly .owned by 
Nik-0-Lok Corp. of lqdianapolis. AAHHHH, but here is th~ .clincher 
that will put all of Womeh'~ Llb up in arms. CEPTIA also claims that 
pay toilets are sexist, explaining that women always have to pay to use 
a toilet , while urinals ar~ free to men. 
CEPTIA has recently adopted its own insignia---a clenched fist 
holding a chain aµd padlock, protruding out o.f (you guessed it) a toilet 
bowl. It kind of puts the giant in the wasliing machine to shame. l'm 
sure a giant can get a lot more reaction coming out of a john instead of 
a Kenmore. A newspaper is also expected soon for CEPTIA members. It 
will be called the "Free Toilet Paper." 
Unfortunately, CEPTIA has had little success in taking their cause 
before state and local officials. But what do you expect i( you spend all 
your time in jgQ-ns: I'd like t<;>;-~ontf~m.e thiS but I'm too flushed to go 
on. Besi,des1• I just hay,4? to go. HM7 pµdqy, can you spare me a dime? 
Fu TU re 
THE FRONT. LINE 
Eettfrs Wn Wbe £bttor 
Cooperation Urged 
On Name Change 
Editor: 
As an alumnus or· Florida's 
finest university (Class of '71) I 
urge everyone to work together 
and change the name of Florida 
Technological University to 
Orlando State University, or 
something similar. 
I have experienced much 
confusion when reve_aling my ties 
with a school dubbea a tech 
school, and fa :r too , much 
1 
aggravation from that "FIT~ful" 
school in Brevard County. · 
I laud your stand on this issue 
and hope that you can pull it off. 
Further, as a fell ow newsman, I 
commend you on the excellent 
newspaper you are putting put. 
After all, it's only fitting that · 
the best university in Florida · . 
. should have the best campus 
paper. 
unfortunates who are possessed 
with such a lack of insight are 
certainly not worth the time, 
expense and effort required in a 
name change. 
I can scarcely imagine any 
administrative body (except our 
own) catering to the desires of a 
definite minority, while ignoring 
the needs of the majority. 
The time has come to reverse 
the emphasis on cosmetic 
expenditures and place the 
money where it is needed the 
most, i.e., more dorms, better lab 
facilities, .more professors, paved 
parking. 
· Unle~ .the Board of Regen~ 
has more sense than our own 
bureaucratic bevy of 
bubble-brains, FTU wilrslnk even 
lower than it alre-ady has; and 
after all, we don't hav~ very far 
left to go ... . 
Gary Herbeck 
College of Natural Sclences·. 
I look forward to a much N Ch C "t" 
brighterFuTUreforyou. ame ange rl. rt 
David A. Bryant M k M · t k 
Administration Blasted _a es is a e. 
For Lack Of Rationale 
Editor: · 
Once again, the biased, 
megalomaniacal aggregate known 
as "The Administration" has 
reared its ugly head, portending 
ultimate disrnay for us .all. I am, 
of course, referring to the insipid 
name change plann~d for. this 
university, a change that has as its 
logical foundation the same 
rationale as would 6e expected to 
be found in a triangular-wheeled 
car-i~ a word, none. . . 
It has been stated , with 
unrelenting fervor by certain 
administrative zealots (whose 
past labors to "help" the students 
have included the instigation of a 
pointless, albeit temporary _end to 
pre-registration) that the 
inclusion of the word 
technological in the university's 
masthead has hurt enrollment by 
giving prospective enrollees the 
impression that FTU is purely a 
technological insitution. 
While on the surface, this logic 
seems to have some misleading 
feasibility, one cannot accept 
such a· misleading statement 
based on a false premise, 
Editor: 
I felt so sorry for Mr. Vogel and 
the rest of the 48 per cent of the 
campus community wh~ have 
reacted . against the idea of 
changing the name of the 
university to something a little 
more indicative of the purpose of 
this schQol. I can almost see th~m 
out in their back yard polishing 
their buggies and saying, "The 
horse will be back.,, 
. As you pointed out, change is 
hard to accept. It seems to me, 
however, that when a change such 
as this one has so many more 
advantages than disadvantages it 
should be accepted quite readily. 
I admit that $50,POO seems rather 
high, but it is better to change 
now than to wait a few years 
when the cost would naturally be 
higher. 
I suppose I should not be 
surprised at the negative 
reactions. The Central Florida 
area has long been noted for its 
resistance to change, no matter 
how advantageous . that change 
might be. 
Isaac Bickerstaff Jr. 
Nixon Economy Effort 
Questioned By Reader 
Editor: 
~6,1'73 
'fhis public document is 
promulgated at an annual gross 
cost of approximately $26, 726 
to inform members of the 
university community of related 
news, announcements and 
activities. Less an approximate 
annual revenue of $9,065, this· 
document is circulated for ·an 
annual net cost to tlie state of 
approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5· 
cents per copy. 
Editor-In-Chief . Sharon Marek 
Editor's A5sistant . . M~ry Anna 
Jackson 
News Editor . . ·. Mark Weintz 
Copy Editors . . . . .- . . Gene 
Kruckemyer, Patte Martin 
Copy, Layout Asst. .. Patricia 
Kennemer 
Sports Editor :· Larry Mccorkle 
·Asst Sports Editor . . Fred Cay 
Advertising Manager . Harry A. 
. Smith 
Managing Editor, Advisor James 
Couch 
Specialty Editors . Craig Powell, 
Ed Reed 
Reporters ..... John. Chenet, 
Harry Chilcot, Michael Crites, 
Melanie Farley, David Foster, 
Randy Harrison, Bill Hidden, 
Weber Ivy, Wilma Korb, 
Claudia Landfried, Michael 
Lochridge, Michelle 
McBurney, James Reynolds, 
Pete R e y n o I d s, J o se 
Rodriguez, Susan Sauerbrunn, 
Pete Spivey, Torrey Stewart, 
Mark Zimmerman. 
Photographers . . . Ed Burton, 
Greg Green, Mike Johnston, 
J a y K I a a s e n , R o be rt 
Reidenbach, Patrick . ·Ryan, 
Ike Spinos, Peter Wilcox. 
Advertisi'ng Staff Steve Belding, 
Olive Horning, Lance 
Langlotz. 
Circulation . . . Fred Howard, 
Henry Popkin, Jack Rabon, 
Rick Rabon. 
The FuTUre is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida 
Technological University of 
Orlando, Fla. The FuTUre is 
published by President Charles 
N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for members of 
the university community. . 
The editorial opinions 
expressed are those of the staff 
and not necessarily those of the 
administration. 
The FuTUre reserves the right 
to refuse to print any letters 
which are submitted. All letters 
must bear the full name and 
address of the person or persons 
submitting them. Names will be 
withheld upon request. Address 
all letters to: Editor, FuTUre, P. 
0 . Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla. 
32816. 
Phone: 275-2606. 
Considering the importance of 
a college education, how many 
people would actually eliminat e a 
prospective college on the basis of 
- its· name? The small number of 
.t • . tv . r.. . Entered a& toi a~ 
I, along with; ·11ni. ~tire: every· ' at the Post . . .• 01 
(Cbittlnuld on Pbgr/9) ·" . . Fla. . ... :"'J:. ·:ti-N-··.;~.~-. 
"l . ,. ·- • ' ...... ,... 
~:et=~ 
" NUTS!" Gene;al Anthony McAuliffe, in reply to.a German demand for surrender of the 1 OJ st A irborne Division at Bastogne, Belgium, Dec. 23, 1944 
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Judiciary Board 
-Seeks Amendment 
By Torrey Stewart 
IF IT isn't one thing, it's another. 'Ibis security 
officer may have a double reason for ticketing 
Donna Tyre, ldt, and Roseanne Murariu. It seems· 
street, but Bojangtes, tnear means 01 transportation, 
doesn't have a parking sticker on his bumper. (Photo 
by Pete Reynolds) 
they're not only going the wrong way on a one-way 
FTU Plans To Initiate 
First State Computer MS 
The Carst ofIICially approved 
master's program in computer 
science in the state is due to be 
introduced at FTU in fall. 
The program is doubly unique 
in that FTU does not have a 
computer, but depends upon a 
computer at the University of 
South Florida in Tampa for 
administrative and student work. 
According to Bernard Ostle, 
dean of the College of Natural 
Sciences, the new degree will 
answer a long recognized need for 
advanced study in what has 
proven to be a rapidly expanding 
profession. 
Dr. Arthur Dutton, 
mathematics department 
chairman, said, "The program 
will basically. emphasize four area 
needs: applied software, 
computer organization, 
information systems and 
numerical mathematics." 
The master program will be 
much the same as other graduate 
programs at FTU. It will consist 
of 45 hours of academic work and 
research, an optional thesis and a 
written final examination. 
Dutton said that since much of 
the program is still being 
developed he could only 
conjecture at the beginning 
enrollment of the program. He 
said he thought it might consist of 
University Television 
Wants Creative Help 
Do you feel creative, 
imaginative or innovative? Do 
you have a script, a f"tln'l or just an 
idea you'd like to see on 
television? H so, then maybe 
University Television is looking 
for you. University Television, 
lhe student operated, student 
oriented, campus televsion 
network is in search of program 
material for the two hour 
Thursday broadcasts which 
debuted this week. 
"The emphasis is on the 
student'' said Lea Ward, the 
station's new advisor, "We need 
writers, speakers, people to shoot 
mm, do research, people who can 
type a continuity log or work on 
publicity. Experience is perferred 
but not necessary." 
Organizing the project is 
station manager Don Smith. In · 
addition -to being. an FrU 
student, Smith is also weekend 
anchorman at Channel 9. 
Although the core of the 
weekly feature shows will be the 
half hour news program 
"Synopsis" prepared by the 
Pegasus News Network, Smith 
has indicated that he is "looking 
for anything that will be in 
interesting to watch ... within 
legal limitations" to fill the 
remaining hour and a half. 
Ideas or suggestions may be 
left in Smith's envelope tacked to 
the TV studio door. Messages will 
be picked up Monday and 
Tuesday evenings. Smith will also 
be in the studio Thursday and 
Fridays. 
Weekly broadcasts are aired 
Thursdays at 11 a.m. and may be 
viewed from monitors in the 
Library and Administration 
Buil'ding lobbies and the VC 
lounge. 
Tanzi Leaves FTU 
To Work With BOR 
FT U's coordinator for 
graduate affairs will spend the 
next two years working for the 
Board of Regents. 
20-30 students the first year, 
growing to about 50 students in 
four or five years. 
. Dr. Charles Lindahl, associate 
professor, said that he thought 
that the program would start with 
about 10 students, and expand to 
about 65 students in five years. 
The program was officially 
approved by the Board of 
Regents last month and could 
possibly start this summer with 
one or two courses. Dutton said 
that the real program however 
will begin in in the fall. 
Lindahl said the program 
would concentrate on the 
applied, rather than the 
theoretical, aspects of computer 
technology. 
The demand for such a 
program came from employes of 
Martin-Marietta Corp., the Naval 
Training Center Base and from 
undergraduate students at FrU, 
said Lindahl. 
THE STUDENT Advisory 
Judicial Board is currently 
working on an amendment to the 
Student Government 
Constitution. 
This amendment would 
provide a higher judicial board for 
the purpose of insuring 
continuity within . the judicial 
system. In addition, the board has 
been attempting to obtain more 
cases, more student input and a 
better student understanding of 
the board. 
If passed, the amendment 
would allow the resulting 
"Judicial Council" to regulate 
legislation in each of the judicial 
boards. The Student Advisory 
Judicial Board .has completed all 
sections of the amendment 
except the academic one, which 
the Board will work on next. 
One ·of the major problems in 
organizing the new judicial 
system lies in correct wording of 
the amendment, .~ so that 
jndividuals' rights are protected, 
yet in a diction simple enough so 
that future board members wilJ 
not misinterpret the amendment. 
THE BOARD handles general 
university violations which do 
not come under the jurisdiction 
of any of the other four boards. 
These other boards are the 
Womens' Residence Association ,.., 
Judicial Board, Men's Residence 
Association Judicial Board, 
lnterfraternity Council JudiCial 
Board and Panhellenic Council 
Judicial Board. 
If a student elects to have his 
·case presented before a board, his 
dean decides which board will 
hear the case. · 
BOTH DEANS' administrativ-e 
hearings and the judicial. board's 
hearings are completely 
confidential All hearings are 
dosed unless the_ student asks 
that it be opened to the public. · 
The judicial system is 
Dr. Lawrence A. Tanzi will 
begin a two year leave of absence 
from FTU on June 15, 1973. He 
will work in the chancellor's 
office in Tallahassee as director of 
humanities and fine arts. His job 
will consist of reviewing graduate 
and undergraduate programs for 
the state university system. 
Tanzi is scheduled to return to 
Fl'U August 30, 1975. 
DR. MARGARET Thomas of the psychology department addre!Rs 
Tuesday's women's symposium on sexuality and what ~masculine and 
feminine today. The symposium continued this Tuesday with the topic of 
aspects of human sexuality. (Photo by Ed Burton) 
structured so that many cases do 
not reach boards where student 
input is available, according to 
Jerry Frey, chairman of the 
board. 
Frey explained that often the 
dean's administrative hearing 
granted the student results in 
student acceptance of the 
punishment suggested by the 
dean, out off ear and deference to 
the dean's power. If the student 
accepts this punishment, the case 
will not reach a board and the 
accompanying student input, he 
said. 
ANOTHER FACTOR in 
students' acceptance of 
punishment suggested by the 
· deans is ignorance concerning 
one's rights to a judicial board 
hearing, if he disagrees with the 
suggested punishment, according 
to Frey. 
He explained that although the 
the student's rights to appeal to a 
board are explained at the 
administrative hearing, this 
explanation is sometimes too 
sketchy for complete 
understanding. 
For several reasons, Frey 
noted, the J.?oard does not handle 
enough cases. This ·year he 
guessed that the board had 
handled three or four cases. 
Greater student input and 
publicity for the board would 
result in more cases, be said. 
PROSPECTIVE members who 
are in good standing. may contact 
SGwhere they may fill out a form 
and be interviewed. 
Frey said he attempts to select 
the most representative group, 
including fraternity or sorority 
members and non-members, 
liberals and conservatives, maies 
and females. 
Cases ·generally last _ from 
one-half hour to four hours. The 
average case, according to Frey, 
lasts. one and one-half hours. 
Hospital Aids 
FTU Studies 
An agreement between FTU 
and Winter Park Memorial 
Hospital was reached in March, 
establishing a research and 
academic relationship whereby 
members of FTU's faculty and 
the hospital's medical staff can 
jojn together in research projects 
jointly sponsored by the two 
institutions. 
As stated in the agreement, 
the join effort is based upon the 
fact that "both institutions share 
common goals· of education, 
health and scientific research, 
and community .services." . 
Dr. Leslie Ellis Jr., dean of -
graduate studies and research, 
termed the agreement "a major 
step in cooperation to the 
benefit of both." 
Ellis pointed out that 
although the agreement 
estalilishes the relationship and 
opens the door for joint efforts, 
any specific research or training 
program must ~e negotiated and 
then implemented as an 
addendum to the overall 
agreement. My request for a 
grant must be accompanied by a 
specific project idea and not just 
a general idea. 
The agreement also includes a 
provision making the facilities of 
both institutions available to the . 
members of the approved 
project. This is perhaps the most 
valuable portion of the 
agreement because both 
institutions have facilities which 
the other does not, Ellis said. 
_ _n...--:I-~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Hand Receives Standing Ovation 
GUITARIST FREDERIC Hand talks to the audience about musical 
styles his Monday night during performance in the \Ulage Center 
Assembly Room. (Photo by Chuck Seithel) 
Prof's 'History' 
Builds Character 
By Torrey Stewart 
DR. BRUCE Pauley's father 
thought unloading insulation 
.from boxcars in the 105-degree 
Nebraska sun was "character 
building." And the associate 
professor of history laughingly 
admits he is a "character." 
Contributions to Pauley's 
" character" have come from his 
travels to almost every ~European 
. country and to 45 of the United 
States, where .he has encountered 
many interesting experiences. 
Once, for example, while in 
Yugoslavia, two "very friendly 
and curious" men asked Pauley 
where he was from. After he told 
them, the strangers gave him a 
tour of the town. Later, one 
pulled out his wallet and revealed 
his "card-carrying Communist" 
status. 
HERE IN America, Pauley 
likewise has found interesting 
occurrences. The most unusual 
day in his academic career, he 
reminisced, came in Wyoming, 
when a crying student explained 
her failing grade on the grounds 
that her daughter recently had 
had an illegitimate child. 
Pauley spent his undergraduate 
days at Cornell University', and 
r eceived his Ph.D. at the 
University of Rochester. He was a 
Fulbright graduate student in 
Grµ, southern Austria, and· 
received grants from the National 
Endowments for the Humanities 
and the American Philosophical 
Society for his study in Vienna of 
rightwing groups. 
Pauley characterized himself as 
havi.Q.g a deep love of history, 
which grew from family outings 
along the Qregon Trail. His 
involvement with history, he 
explained, allows him to combine 
this interest with · his hobbies, 
such as photography, classical 
music, travel and an amateur 
interest in archaeology. 
Occasionally he illustrates 
European historical sites in class 
with photographs he has taken. 
OTHER hobbies do not mix so 
well. Although he enjqys golf, he 
said he rarely plays, since playing 
golf and writing books are 
"incompatible." 
One of Pauley's books -- the 
title translates "Roostertail and 
Swastika" - deals with two fascist 
Austrian organizations and their 
development. This book, which is 
Pauley's expanded doctoral 
dissertation, has received "quite 
favorable" German and Austrian 
reviews, he said. 
Pauley's sense of East Central 
Europe's "tragicH deterioriation 
prompted him to write "The 
Hapsburg Legacy 1867-1939." 
This "interpretive essay," as 
Pauley termed it, explains the 
causes of the collap!)(! Of the 
Atistro-Hu ngarian monarchy. 
The book compares these causes 
with those leading to the collapse 
·of the successor states. 
Pauley proudly admitted the 
son o f t h e last Austrian 
emperor-king commended the 
book. 
PAULEY has also written 
English book reviews on German 
books. One of his articles will 
appear in th.e "Austrian History 
Yearbook." 
Although he is admittedly not 
a hero worshipper, Pauley said he 
greatly. admires the British 
historian A. J. P. Taylor, and 
opted his own wri.ting has been 
influenced by Taylor. 
Pauley, who reads German 
fluently, laughingly admitted he 
is "trying to brainwash" his two 
children, Mark, 5, and Glenn, 3, 
into thinking that learning a 
language is fun. Pauley of ten 
spends his evenings teaching them 
German. 
He also stresses history, and his 
wife, who has taught third .and 
- fourth grades, handles the 
children's elementary education. 
This tutoring exemplifies 
Pauley's belief that parents 
should take an active role in their 
children's education. 
By Mike Crites 
CJ assical guitarist Frederic 
Hand performed in the VilJage 
Center Assembly Room Monday 
night. The talented artist from 
New York presented many 
different styles in the two-hour 
program. 
The first selection of the 
evening featured the work of two 
English lutenists of the 17th 
century. Hand started with John 
Dowland's "Mistress Winter's 
Jump" and blended it with two 
songs by Robert Johnson, "As I 
Went to Walsingham" and "Two 
Almans." He brought the journey 
through the British countryside 
to a close with "My Lady 
Hunsdonis Puffe" by England's 
most famous lute player, John 
Dowland. 
Hand performed a piece by 
Jean-Baptiste Besard that begins 
with a French dance movement in 
2 /2. _time, "Branle," and 
continues in a quicker dance 
movement on the same theme. 
The Besard song concludes with a 
short song of the court and a 
section titled "Volte." 
The recording star is also a 
master of the vihuella, a Spanish 
equivalent of the lute, which was 
played throughout the rest of 
Europe during the 16th century. 
Hand presented " Four Payanas" 
by Luis Milan and " Pavane and 
Canarios" by Gaspar Sanz, both 
of which were written for the 
vihuella. Milan published one of 
the first books of songs for a 
single voice with accompaniment 
in 1536. 
"Improvisations on Beatles' 
Melodies" gave the audience the 
first taste of Hand's composing 
ability. He began with the basic 
themes and created a unique, 
personal rendition of the songs 
"Michelle," "Eleanor Rigby"' 
and "Yesterday." He explained 
the Beatles often used the 
repeated dance form of the 
Baroque era, "PassacagJia." "This 
is a part of the program I like very 
much because it gives me a chance 
to improvise," Hand said. 
Following intermission, Hand 
turned to the music of the first 
South American composer to 
become world famous, Heitor 
Villa-Lobos. 
composers that worked with the 
16th century stately slow dance, 
the pavane. His most famous 
composition in this form is 
"Pavane for a Dead Infants," 
which was written for piano. 
Hand chose to· do the guitar 
composition by Ravel, "Pavane 
for a Dead Princess." The young 
guitarist did a masterful job in 
relating 16th century and Spanish 
forms throughout te concert. 
The concluding portion of the • 
show revealed three compositions 
by Hand. He painted a sensitive 
lyrical picture of the fallen black 
activist in "Elegy for Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr." 
Hand played the "Adagio for 
Ralph Vaughan Williams," the 
English composer who died in 
1958. The piece reflected 
Williams' love for English folk 
music. Hand finished the program 
with the same style he began with 
earlier in the evening, "A Dance 
for John Dowland." Hand 
received a standing ovation and 
showed his gratitude with an 
encore. 
POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS 
Hand explored the Brazilian 
neo-classicism of "Prelude and 
Two Etudes," a 20th century 
piece. I.Alis Bonfa's "Black 
Orpheus'' was a sparkling number Place a brick 2'' x 2" x 4" in a 
by Hand in the '1ossa nova style. toilet ~- The toilet ~ll use Male Vs. Female 
Debated By Panel 
Maurice Ravel is one of the few . less water per flush. 
i-------------~---~~----------~ 
I ~ ~ I 
"What is masculine and 
feminine today?" ·was the·topic 
discussed in Tuesday's first 
session of the symposium on the 
woman of today. 











The Now Women-1973 
Symposium will feature seven 
dates during April with panels 'to 
discuss the roles of women in 
society. 
Tuesday's panel moderator 
was Dr. Emmy Freeman, 
physchologist with the Orlando 
Center for Psychological Services 
and FTU _ adjunct psychology 
professor. 
The next session will be held 
Tuesday, in the Multi Purpose 
Room. 
's . 
FRENCH FRIES FREE 1 
with purchase of% lb. hamburger GOOD ONLY AT t 






Fashion· Show ancl 
Co11111111entclry on n.ens' 
t -
an·d . womens' ·fashions • 
given by .Pr•fessionals. 
Thursday, April ·12 11:00 a• 
.'; '· 
,; J . 
.. 
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· ~MOR~BLEl"~erfoi;ma~ces, c o"nr m ·o Q - .. sen s'e and 
• · .... sn-app,Y. · dialogi.fe. accente$1 'bY' buoble..-neadedne"ss, is · superbly 
· ~~ ·t h ii arieus · pantomime,.. catchy ' . p,qr#ay.~d., ' by. "Miss Caroncino, 
J. PIERPONT Finch (Vince Santo) begins his climb up the ladder oi 
success by flattering the boss's secretary in the theatre department's 
production of "How to Succeed in Busines.5 Without Really Trying." 
(Photo by Chuck Seithel) 
'· 
GOV!·~;\t STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
~~ SUBSIDIZES DISCOUNT 
?.. 
°7 TICKETS TO THESE 
($1.50 tickets for$ .75) 
FLORIDA STATE 
($2.00 tickets for$ .75) 
--~ 
WOMETCO 
· ·, ($2.00 tickets fqr $1.00) 
. · .... ' ' --
· ..... 
'll'CKETS A YAILABli'I~, 
• Ye ;.OOM 203 _: . . 9am -i~$piU;c:; 
· tu.n·e's and ' fmi'cy 
1 foo~w,o.rk .w,h.0.se..-- wid'e:eyed, worldly 
comBine to ma*e the tbeatre . · ·'-' nai,vete,'-' · pert)' pouts and 
depa.ttment's p:roduction , of' . ,malpropisin-filled lines.make her 
"How. to Succeed in Business, one of tlie biggest laugh-getters of 
Without · Really 'Try~g' . a· tlie show. One of the loudest 
success. laughs c~mes after she expounds 
The Laesser and Burrows to Finch: "It is highly insulting to 
musleal comeay, which opened think of two broads during one 
Wednesday and c©ntinues·tonight kiss!" · 
and tomorrow, is the ~tory · of J. .... MISSrS'i'ALLiNGS is well cast 
Pierpont Finch, an enterprising in the role of Biggley's secretary, 
young window washer, who Miss Jones. Her prim attitude that 
climbs the corporate ladder with is so easily mollified by Finch's 
effortless speed. flattery is enhanced by he~ vocal 
Under the direction 9f Frances inflections and facial expressions. 
_ Joh11son, the cast sings and And although her singing voice is 
dances its way through the her weakest point, in the final 
business world of World Wide number, "The Brotherhood of 
Wickets Corp. with a comic zest Man," her dancing ability ismore 
that is infectious. than enm~gh to compensate for 
The outstand\pg performances her deficiency. 
in the show are almost as Al so participating in the 
numerous as the advertising choreography of the finale is the 
mana~ers fired fr om the aging chairman of . the board,_ 
company. · Even the bit parts played by Rodriguez, whose 
sparkle with wit ty lines and makeup job adds much to the 
comic expressions. humor of his character. 
MOST NOTABLE among the The more minor but still 
many are Vince Santo as Finch; memorable parts include Diane 
Nora Fussell as Rosemary; Davis as the matchmaking 
Michael Beason as Bud Frump; seer etary, Smitty; Steve 
Larry Turner as J. B. Biggley; Wight man as the silver 
Cheryl Caroncino as Hedy anniversary "company man"; 
LaRue; Carolyn Stallings as Miss Mich a el Carlson as the 
Jones, and Jose Rodriguez as caricatured advertising manager, 
WallyWomper. Benjamin Burton Daniel 
Santo gives Finch a Ovington, whose initials parody 
mischievous but ambitious the large New York advertising 
character and his exaggerated agency, Batten, Barton, Durstein 
apple-polishing, strong singing & Osborne, more commonly 
voice and appropriate facial know as BBD&O. 
expressions greatly enhance his OTHER SMALL, notable roles 
" portrayal. are played by Don Jackson as the 
Miss Fussell plays Rosemary, playboy, Mr. Gatch; Lea Ward 
the secretary in love with Finch, and Laurie Ward as the farcical 
.as a sweet, romantic idealist with maids, and Susie Lancaster and 
visions of a v'ine-covered cottage ,Sharon Keifer as the two liveliest 
life in New Rochelle: "Happy to secretaries in the chorus. 
keep his dinner warm. . .Hello, ~Music for "How to Succeed" is · 
dear-I'm pregnant!-What's new provided by Jerry Benton, Gayle 
downtown? ... "Her singing voice Prince and Don Simpson under 
is strong and true and harmonizes the direction of Richard 
well with Santo in his love song, Schoenbaum. For the most part, 
"Rosemary." the· singers have strong enough 
BEASON'S interpretation of voices so that the songs are riot 
Bud Frump, the boss's nephew, as lost u n de·r the musical 
an effeminate mama's .boy is accorµpaniment, although words 
hilarious, as he pouts, plots and sometimes do get lost. 
throws occasional tantrums. His . 1'Jle so,ngs themselves are 
uncle, J. B. Biggley, is likewise comic, both in their \content and 
comic in his dislike for his presentation, as in the. men's 
nephew,.· his . surrepititious w!t,Shroom ,s~ene of "I ~elieve in 
·knitting and his dedication both You," the secretaries' "Alleluia 
to his alma mater and· the sexy . chorus'' in "Cinderella Darlin' " 
secretary; Hedy LaRue. He -and the maudlin exaggeration of 
providei; a subtle but hilarious · ·Hedy's and Biggley's "Heart of 
vehicle for thp color theme~ of ·, -Gold," ~hich may very '!ell be 
the ·-sho.w when he enters m a ~ .. the funmest song of the play. 
_ lavendar, pink . and green golf ' ."CINDERELLA DARLIN'," 
outfit, camplete with knickers. : while it· fs comical and 
.. . ..Jledy, an attractive mixture of'<!.. well-harmonized, nevertheless 
~p • • ~. 4' ~ • • • • . .. ":· ""\ ... .. 
;; 
. , 




loses some of its effectiveness due 
t.o the introduction of a dream 
sequence dancer who detracts 
from the song's rendition. 
. Susie O'Hara, who performs 
some simple ballet routines while 
the secretaries are trying to 
convince Rosemary she should 
marry Finch, is too stiff and 
wobbly to lend the necessary 
grace to her dance. Looking at her 
shaky ankles, one fears she may 
not make it through the entire 
number and consequently', pays 
less attention to he activity on the 
other side of the stage. 
Although the show is a long 
one, time goes by swiftly, and the 
end comes perhaps to suddenly 
and simply than one would wish. 
From the climax of Finch's 
advertising campaign disaster, the 
play tumbles as quickly to a 
resolution as Frump falls from his 
rung on the corporate ladder to 
the lowly position of window 
washer and Finch ascends even 
higher with his lovely Rosemary. 
Company life goes on as 
Biggley orders his employes back 
to work and the audience 
concludes its applause for 
a successful production. 
Curtain time today and 
tomorrow for "How to Succeed" 
will be 8-: 30 p.m. in the university 
theatre. Reservations may be 
made by callin·g ext. 2600. 
Admission is free to members of 
the FTU ~ommunity, $1.50 for 






Youth Programs is sponsoring 
two camp programs for 300 
young people and they need six. 
counselors and two directors for 
a lQ week period beginning in 
. June. Counselors and directors. 
will receive a salary plus room 
and board. The organization: 
prefers . seniors and _graduate · 
students but will consider other: 
qualified · students. Fo.r: 
additional information contact.. 
Tom Morrell 423-8541. 
FM-107 
·24 HOURS· .. A i>A Y OF STEREO PROGRESSIVE-MUSIC 
,-:..,--~ • 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
'Judjje Bean Saga 
& J • -
.'As-. l t Should Be' 
FuTUre Apr06, 1973 
Orchestra Tops Season 
By Mike Crites 
compositions · were often 
denounced as the work of a man 
with a nervous affliction. Some 
critics complained that his music 
was innocent of melody qd 
deficient in· rhythm. 
When people began 
understand his music, t1i 
revelations were stunning. Behind, 
the curtains of his life, the ~ 
which . Debussy created was 
peculiarly his own. 
"DAPHNIS and Chloe Slilte 
No. 2n by Maurice Ravel was a 
beautiful piece in the f"mal 
position of the concert. Ravel 
composed the score for this ballet 
with the incredible leaps of 
Nijinsky fresh in his mind Serge 
Diaghlev's Ballet Russe'sarrival1h 
Paris was an important influence 
on many lt'rench composers. 
"Daphnis and .Chlo:e 
premiered one week after li 
'Apres-midi, 0 and was 
overshadowed by. the controve1$y 
on Debussy's work. "Suite No.t2" 
reflected the into~cation Ravel 
felt when he . witnessed t)ie 
dashing enthusiasm of tlie 
Russian Ballet. 
· Gary Gaff man will be featu:rec:t 
on piano with · the Florjdi 
Symphony Orchestra on ,April 
19. An intriguing program is 
planned: Prokofiev's "ClassiCal 
Symphony," Tchaikovsky.'s 
"Piano Concerto No. 3" and 
Brab.ms' "Piano Concerto No. 1." 
COFFEE HOUSE. 
April 6, 1973 FuTUre 
Activity Calendar 
TODAY 
SG BOOK EXCHANGE: 
All day, VC 211. 
ATO BLOOD BANK DRIVE: 
All day. Multi Purpose Room. 
UHAROLD AND MAUDE": 
VC Movie, 8:30 p.m., VCAR. 
VC COFFEE HOUSE: 
10: 30 p.m., VC Patio. 
"FUNCTION OF ARCHETYPES IN 
ART': 
3 p.m., Loch Haven Art Center. 
KAPPA SIGMA: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 109. 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA: 
Meeting, 6 p.rn., VC 214. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA: 
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VCAR-A. 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA: 
Meeting, 8:-30 p.m., EN 108. 
TRI DELTA: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 121. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC Dining Room. 
GREEK ORGANJZA TIO NS: 
Meeti!1g, 1 a.m., cafeteria. 
GREEK SOFTBALL GAME: 
3 p.m., baseball field. 
TUESDAY, APRIL 10 
GREEK " ORGY": 
6 p.rn., FTU pool 
GREEK BONFIRE: 
9 p.m., near FTU pqol 
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 11 
JOB INTERVIEWS: 
New York Insurance Co., Pan 
American World Airways, All 






._.HOW TO. SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING": 
Theatre musical, 8:30 p.m., 
SC AUD. 
MONDAY, APRIL 9 
i----'------------:~-i JOB INTERVIEWS: 
VC MIGRANT WORKERS SERIES: 
11 a.m., ~ulti Purpose Room. 
I 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: 
Faculty members with offices 
in the Library Building are 
requested to check out all 
library books, even though the. 
books may not leave the, 
teacher's office. SATURDAY. APRIL 7 
'REW TEAM: 
FTU vs. Florida Southern. 11 a.m., 
Lakeland. 
PA SIGMA:. 
Meeting, 5 p.m., ENAUD. 
HAROLD&. MAUDE": 
VC mQvie, 8:30 p.m., VCAR. 
'HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
THOUTREALLY TRYING": 
Theatre musical, 8: 30 p.m., 
SC AUD. 
SUNDAY. APRIL 8 
BASEBALL: 





Maas Bros., U.S. Marine Corps, 
First National Bank of Tampa, 
all day, AD 225. 
SG BOOK EXCHANGE: 
All day, VC 211. 
"FUNCilON OF ARCHETYPES IN 
ART': 
10 a.m., Boan! of Regents Room. 
VC MIGRANT WORKERS SERIES: 
10: 30 a.m., Multi Pwpose Room. 
COUNCIL FOR CAMPUS 
MINISTRY: 
10: 30 a.m., VC Dining Room. 
1Y1ES: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., Multi Purpose 
Room. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 






\ .....  ~u 
BcilieBrooks 
WllHl[JIEJIE 11PC011[]1[f10NS 
f11D JIQ )Y flD UlQ lE tlCO ~ 
SP12INC TONIC· 
SWITCHABii:s 
Skip the old sulphur-and-molasses_ 
bit and slip into plaid pizzau 
That's the '73 spirltl 
Sprltely. Sassy. Irrepressible sepa-
rates in fashion-powered spri"Jl_ . . "'· , ~ .. :··· _. 
cotors. Sizes3-15, knittops, S, MPL .. - · ~.·:.: .1';.,_. -.t·,~~~. ~ ::_;_:;, ,. 
LE EDY'S 
Of WINTER PARK, INC. 
311 Parle Avenue, South 
Aetna Life Insurance Co., Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Co., . Pri.£,e 
Waterhouse .• all day, AD 225. 
SG BOOK EXCHANGE: 
All day, VC 211. 
WOMEN'S SEMINAR--FAMILY 
PLANNING: 
11 a.m., Multi Purpose Room. 
ACCOUNTING CLUB: 
11 a.m., CB 216. 
ICHTHUS: ' 
Meeting, 11 a.m .~ .EN 108, 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS: 
11 a.m., LR 21 Q. 
P . .E. MAJORS CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., .EN 336. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB: 
Meeting, J 1 a.m. AD 149. 
. ' 
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 502. 
INTRAMURALS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 200. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214. 
SHARON BROWN: 
Meeting, 6 p.m .. VC Dining Room. 
CHESS CLUB: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., CB.103. 
PEGASUS PILOTS: 
Meeting, 6:30_p.m., ENAUD. 
ORD E R OF DIANA--PATTI 
BARKS: 
Meeting, 7 P-m. VC 200. · 
GREEK SOFTBALL GAME: 
3 p.m., baseball field. 
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 360. 
"FRENCH CONNECTION": 
VC Movie, 8: 30 p.m., VCAR. 
GREEK SOFTBALL GAME: 
3 p.m., baseball field. 
GREEK GAMES:' 
4:30p.m. : 
THURSDAY, APRIL 12 
JOB JNTERVIEWS: 
United F inancial Corp_ 
Metropolitan Life Insuranc 
Co., All day, AD 225. 
SG BOOK EXCHANGE: 
All day, VC 211. 
IFC JUDICIAL BOARD: 
· Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 233. 
FASHION SHOW: 
11 a.m. , Multi Purpose · 
Room. ' 
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: 
Noon, EN 502. 
BASEBALL: 
FTU vs. USF, 7: 30 p.m., 
Home. 
GREEK SOFTBALL GAME: 
3 p.m., baseball field. 
GREEK SCAVENGER HUNT: 
6 p.m., VC Circle. 
POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS 
Plant shrubs and flowers in 
your yard which will grow under 
normal rainfall conditions. 
Tum off lights when you 
leave the room. 
Lyhn W. Walker, director of 
the- library, said that when book& 
are taken to offices without 
being checked ·out; ttiere iS no,• 
way to trace them when they are_ 
requested by other persons. 
BUNDY HONORED 
An FTU graduate, now 
attending Duke University 
Medical School, has been named 
to received one of six $1~000 
national scholarships awarded 
annually by Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity. 
Ralph L. Bundy was chosen 
for the award on the basis of his 
record at FTU, where · he 
graduated magna cum laude iast 
June. · 
Dean of Men Paul McQuilkin 
noted that the awarding ot the 
graduate scholarship to Bundy is · 
the . f irst time a national 
fraternity has honored an FTU 
student. 
STUDENT TEACHING. 
All students. planning to 
participate in the College of 
Education senior y ear student 
teaching fall quarter, 1973, must 
submit their applicatio.Q prior to 
April 13 to the professional 
laboratory office, CB 326. 
Applications are available in the 
"Guideline:; for 'Junior Yea'.l' 




''HUMAN A.SPECT OF 
.S EXUALITY''· 
Wit• speakers. from 
FA·Mll.Y .. TH.ERA.P• ·. 
INSTITUTE 
.. -· • : ~ • 'I 
" ...... 
OPEN TO PUBLIC 
TUESDAY, A PRI L· I 0 MPR• 
Pages FuTUre 4116,19 
FTU Plays Riddle Game 
With Waste, · Roses, Gator 
30 To Perform In 
Simon Musical 
I 
By Weber Ivy · 
In . the largest theatr.e 
production it has yet undertaken, 
the Village Cent er will assemble 
some 30 cast members to recreate 
Neil Simon's musical, " Little 
Me," t~is quarter. 
This comedy contains one 
aging, addled Belle Portrine, 
played by Carlo Osborn, and a 
younger version of the same 
character, played by Nora 
Fussell. 
Older Belle dictates her movie 
star biography with the familiar 
fondness of one who burns 
incense to her sacred past, while 
Younger Belle resurrects the 
unholy truth and acts it out for 
the audience in flashbacks on tne 
lowborn beauty's zany pursuit of 
highborn Noble Eggleston. 
Her quarry is played by Ed 
Dilks, who also portrays the six 
other men in her life. 
.In addition, the leading actors 
include Vernon Cramer. plaviDI! 
Patrick Dennis; Rick Veblen, 
playing George Musgrove, and 
Micahel Johnston and Bernie 
Moyle as the Buchsbaum 
brothers. 
Luanne Lynne will take charge 
of choreography, David Boelzner 
will conduct the orchestra, 
Dennis Keeler will be stage 
manager and Margaret Gill _will 
act as administrative assistant. 
With Ken Lawson directing 
and Johnston as assistant 
director, "Little Me" will play 
May 10, 11, and 12 and again on 
May 17, 18, and 19 in the Village -
Center Assembly Room. 
WHAT IS found on the FTU 
campus, has a hundred thousand 
gallons of liquid waste·, 
experimental roses, a smiling 
crew of nine and an alligator that 
is fond of bread? 
If, in your infinite wisdom you 
answered, "Our· very own 
prize-winning sewage treatment 
plant," you may go to the head of 
the class. If you also knew the 
plant uses a "completely natural 
process involving no chemicals" 
then you are a rare scholar 
indeed. 
Most of us do not even begin to 
think of what happens when we 
pull the little handle, but for nine 
very dedicated men the process 
involved in waste treatment is a 
very serious business. 
FTU'S TREATMENT plant, 
located on a· distant, secluded 
corner of the campus, should 
actually be a point of pride for 
everyone involved with the 
university. In these days of rising 
' concern over environmental 
problems, the FTU treatment 
plant actually improves the 
ecological picture. 
Headed by the energetic Daniel 
S. Abbott, the plant is a constant. 
prize winner on both the state 
and national scene. Abbott 
explained that the FTU plant has 
placed second two years running 
in the Florida Pollution Control 
hsociation's Phelp's Awards. He 
said the plant averages between 
94 and 97 per cent pollutant 
removal and that most plants 
operate at between 85 and 90 per 
cent efficiency. 
Abbott is quick to give credit 
for the plant's consistent high 
performance to his staff. He 
points with pride to the 
considerable improvements they 
have made to both plant 
efficiency and appearance by dint 
of voluntary extra hours of hard 
work and ingenuity. 
THOSE WORKING for him 
are quick to return the 
t ' THE VILLAGE CENTER PRESENTS: . I 
NORMAN BAKER 
speaking on 
"The Epic Voyages 
of the RA'' 
·.rith a slide presen.tation 
TUE.SDAY, APRIL 17 
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By Randy Harrison 
compliment. W. C. Petersen. 
who has been with Abbott since 
the plant opened in 1968, cites 
the beautiful rose garden as an 
example of his boss's efforts. He 
explained that the solid matter 
left as a final product of the 
treatment makes excellent 
fertilizer. 
Realizing the potential 
involved, Abbott contacted a rose 
seed company in Washington and 
the two struck up a bargain: The 
company would provide Abbott 
with all the roses he could use if 
he would keep a record of the 
growth rates and blossom 
characteristics of the plants. The 
result is a flourishing rose garden 
to complement the lush richness 
of .the deep J!?een, highly 
nounshed grass. 
The roses are not just there to 
mask the odor of the sewage. 
There is suprisingly little of that. 
Ted Penland, a sophomore 
majoring in environmental , 
science, explained the workings 
of the plant with a pride 
characteristic of everyone there. 
His enthusiasm belied the fact 
that his guided tour is well 
rehearsed. Many civic groups and 
high ~hool science classes visit 
the plant to see how sewage 
· treatment can be done. 
BOTH PENLAND and Abbott 
stressed the "naturalness'" of the 
process. Abbott said that he felt 
his system was basically superior 
to the much touted Lake Tahoe 
works, as the FTU plant does it all 
"by nature's way instead ofusi11:~· 
a lot of mac.ti.ins and chemicalS 
like at Tahoe." 
Penland explained the system 
in t erms that even the most 
uninitiated could understand. 
Basically, the system accelerates 
natural bacterial breakdown by 





forcing large quantitiesofairinto 
the raw sewage. 'Ibis evenly 
spaced, repeated process 
produces final products that 
would bring a smile to even the 
most determined 
environmentalist.: fertilizer and 
pure, clean water. 
One immediate recipient of the 
plant's proud efficiency is Al the 
Alligator. 
"I GUESS Al just came out of 
the woods," said Penland, 
laughing. "He's real friencDy and 
he goes crazy over bread," he 
added. As Penland talked about 
him, Al kept his six-foot form 
submerged to eyeball level in the 
fish filled waters of the settling 
pond. 
The pond is the last stop for 
the treated, purified water before 
it is pumped into a splinkler 
system that regularly waten a 
deserted section of the campus, 
completing the back to natme 
process. 
The plant, operating at less 
than half its potential is bound 
for better things, according to 
Dan Abbott. His goals are a string 
of first prizes in pollution control 
awards and still greater 
efficiency. "I guess because we're 
second we'll have to try harder," 
Abbott said. 




The Sigma Iota chapter of the 
Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor 
Society is now accepting 
applications for membership. 
Application forms and additional 
information are available in the 
biology office. 
They met at the funeral of a perfect stranger. 
From then on, things got perfectly stranger a~ stranger. 
Paramount Piduru Pruitnls 
HAROLD and MAUDE 
stoning 
RUTH GORDON • · BlDCORT 
With Songs by Cat Stevens 
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT 8:30 VCAR 
"PURE i>YNAMITE!" 






Mysticism and symbolism in inh ·t d . art as a function of the age will b en e . They' m part, cause us 
the ma· th f e to structure our culture as we 
. m eme o an art do." 
z:pos1um beginning Sunday at A portion of the symposium 
h Haven A~ Center. . will inc1ude a report of worldwide 
The symposmm, coordinated submissions from artists 
~y four m~mbers of FTU's art theologians, editors, writers and 
acul~, will be ,held in two collectors who have been invited 
locations: Orlan.do s Loch Haven to send opinions and/or abstracts 
~ Center startmg at 3 p.m. and 'for presentation. Articles are 
t ~T~_on Modn~y at 10 a~. being accepted in English French 
c mg irector Fmley ·and German ' 
Eversole is being joined in the The thre~some of a· d k 
program by Dr. Walter Gaudnek Eyf au ne ' 
Johann Eyfells and Steve Lotz ' " ells and Lotz ,f rese~ted the 
Lotz "d th ". Space Cathedral dunng the 
symposiun:~~ art e f upcommg 25th Anniversary of the U.S. Air 
of for u m sp o ha. b~qt'!enc~ Force last· year. This project 
, ex I I ions re · d t· al 1 . . marathons and publication~ ce1ve na mn a~c aim m ~he 
jointly entitled, "The Hol Art form of a ~BS 30-mi~ute special. 
1970-7 3_" Y ' Persons m~erested m attending 
He further explained, the symposmm are asked to 
"Arch ty la contact Lotz at ext. 2676 for 
. e pes P Y an enormous further details The pubr · 
role ~n ~- Arche~pes are similar invited to both phases or th1! 
to mstmcts which we have event. 
Britain Adjusts Tuition Fees 
Five ~ifferent study 1evels_ are British institutions such subjects 
now bemg offered to Amencan as theatre the arts If 
students ~d teachers ~h~ wish services, 'politics,' ::Cu~~ 
to ~~ ID Great Bntam. In services, law and so on. Another 
add1t1on, a . new British program is available for teachers 
govennental policy has rixed a doing special research or 
standard tuition rate for all 700 sabbatical study 
British universitiesandcollegesat The Study in Britain 
$625, for overseas students. This Association reports that with 
covers 45 quart~r ho~ credits or this new tuition rate, th~ total 
30 semester hour credits.. cost for one academic year of 
Students may now study as a study in England can cost as little 
regular student at a campus of an as $2 500 to $3 500 including 
Americ~ ~nivemity in Britain, or round.trip airfare: tuition, meals, 
as a visiting s~dent. Students lodging and books. For further 
may also study m England as a det.ails about studies in Britain 
graduate or undergraduate at a and other services available write 
college or university. combined to: • 
~th research, work experience or British Universities D~pt, 
mdependent study_ A fourth British Tourist lllthority 680 
study level is also available for Fifth Ave., New York CitY New 
students wishing to study at York 10019. ' 
EMPLOYMENT NEEDED 
Full-time or Part-time employment needed immediately : 
for students (male or female). 
TYPEOFWORK-DOCKMAN 
~ Hours - Part-time or full-time depending on your schedule.: 
Wages- $2.25 days; $2.48 nights 
Benefits - Paid Health Insurance (Blue Cross/Blue Shield) paid holidays, 
~ paid vacation after 6 months work, NO lay-off on full-time employment. 
WE'LL TRY TO _MEET YOUR SCHEDULE! 
Call 241-6700 anytime t_x:~een 7:00amthru1:30 am for employment. 
W. T. Grants, 2009 S. DiVISIOn Street. Across from Merita Bakery. Now 
: 
~ accepting applications. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER : 
J<'uTUre 
-t~tters 
(Continued from Page 2) 
other American, sat enthralled 
while Mr. Nixon told how he was 
going to save the budgets of the 
typical American family from 
economic calamity. He, of 
course, appealed to the people to 
support him, , the man who 
rescued the country from 
Vietnam, against the efforts of 
the Congre~ to th wart his valiant 
effort. There were, however, a 
couple of unusual things about 
his effort, especially since he said 
he was only trying to help the 
American people. · 
'It seemed very unusual, at least 
to me, that he only put a ceiling 
on meat prices and did nothing to 
alleviate the already too high 
prices. It would seem that if he 
were really concerned, he would 
have actually lowered them and 
actually given the families some 
help. I suppose, though, that this 
is in keeping with his other 
attempts to alleviate our money 
crisis, which have been fairly 
impotent. 
The most unusual part of the 
speech is that· he did not mention 
what the point of contention 
between pongre~ .and himself 
was. It seems that he wants to cut 
aid to the poor, blind, deaf, old, 
colleges, physically defective, 
disabled vets and a long list of · 
other programs designed to help 
the people of this country, and 
Congre~ is opposing him. 
It seems that he wants to cut 
funds to the domestic programs 
so l!e can afford to rebuild North 
and South Vietnam. I can admire 
him for his efforts to keep taxes 
down, but I am forced to agree 
with Congre~'s position. It seems 
much, much more important to 
help out the people of our own 
country than it does to help those 
of another. 
I am afraid that, as usual, the 
public will all crowd around him 
in support of repairing Vietnam, 
and the heck with the people of 
this· country that ~eed the help. 
Pete Reynolds 
Help Needed 
For Youth Fare 
Dear Editor: 
We are writing to ask students 
to take action to save airline 
youth fares, which have recently 
been abolished by the Civil 
Aeronautics Board. 
Do you know that more than 
5 million students traveled with 
discount fares last year? If every. 
traveller affected does not act 
now, we may lose from 25 per 
cent to 33 per cent air fare 
reductions. 
The Coalition to Retain Air 
Discount Fares {CRADF-413 
East Captol St., S_E., Wash., 
D.C. 20003, (202) 547-5500, or 
call Houston, Texas (713) 
524-0569) which includes both 
student and senior citizen 
organizations, is placing 
advertisements in newspapers on 
every campus in the · country 
urging students to write letters 
suppoorting youth fares. Many 
papers are running the ad a 
second time. 
"In the coming weeks, the 
National Student Lobby, I 
predict, will line up with the 
airlines against the CAB ruling: 
Mail from angry college students 
will flow into the Congre~ional 
offices by the &ack load. The 
final result, I predict: the. ruling 
will be revised to allow young 
people to continue using their 
special air fare cards." - Jack 
Anderson radio show January 
10, 1973. 
Jack Anderson will b'e right if 
we can encourage all of you to 
write your Congressman today. 
Already this year, Sen. Frank 
Moss (D-Utah) bas reintroduced 
the Moss-Percy Bill, authorizing 
youth and senior citizen 
discounts, which passed the 
~mate last September;- In the 
House, William Keating (R-Ohio) 
introduced a similar bill (H_ R. 
2698) on January 23, f97 3. 
Chamnan Harley· Staggers 
(D-W. Va.)·, of the House 
Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Committee has 
indicated' he may hold early 
hearings on the House bill. 
Possible co-sponsors of Keating's 
bill are John Jarman (D-Okla. ), 
James Harvey (R-Mich.) and 
John Moss (D-Calif.). 
If you act now, there is siill 
time for Congre~ional action 
before the CAB decision is 
enforced this spring. Please write 











7309 ·E. Colonial Dr. - Ph. 277-4745 
5850 So. Orange Bl. _Tr. - Ph 855-6545 
in the Edgewater Shopping Center 
.Par ~ Edgewater, Orlando 
422-4407 
NOWPLAYING-
"UNDER THE YUM YUM TREE" 
BY LAWRENCE ROMAN 
ORLANDO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINNER THEATRE 
UNLIMITED BUFFET. - -All the food you can eat, plus great plays 
and musicals with New York casts. 
Special discount arrangements can be made for students and groups. 
"Specializing in Mediterranean Cuisine" 
Famous Greek Salads ·and Pastries 
Page~ 
Twinkle Toes Astair 
Gives 'Scope Raves 
Editor: 
Like, when I was dancing 
aero~ your real nice campus last 
week I happened to Mamba into 
a copy of your paper. As a 
whole, it gave me a little Tango 
feeling but when I Waltzed to 
the delightful uHorridscope," 
my little heart went a twitter 
and cried for a Charleston. My 
feet have not been so moved in 
years. Not since Tommy Dorsey 
p lay ed his last "Moonlight 
Serenade" have I been so deeply 
excited. I just wanted to say 
" Th·anks" for the lift. 





Jack , Wyrtzeri -cmd "Word of 
. -l,.ife'' ; ~· ~preSe-nt "A Very 
· Special ;. ·Island" 1 on WFTV 
Channel ·9 .on ·saturday ~t 3:30 
p.m. Harry Bol1back . and the 
Word of 1 Life Singers will 
perform in this program that 
originates from the Word of life 
Bible Institute' in Schroon Lake 
New York. The Christia~ 
prese~tation will offer an ansser 
to "Death, dope, riots, war, sex 
revolutio-n-, fortune telling,_ 
witchcraft and crime." 
SAVINGS-LOAN 
SEMINAR 
Supervisors from various 
savings and loan associations 
throughout Florida will attend a 
three-day seminar on 
comm·unications and human 
relations in the FTU Board of 
Regerits Conference Room 
Wednesday through Friday. 
The purpose of the seminar is 
to enhance the aQility of the 
individual to supervise and 
mar:iage more effectively by 
fostering ·an understanding of 
communications as it relates to 
interpersonal behavior. 
Instruction and discussion will 
be conducted in the areas of 
human relations, motivation, 
communication, leadership, 
decision making and 
management by objective. 
rlIRElloUSE • 
We feature famous name 
clothing for men and 
women at wholesale prices 
or below. For women, 
names like Jonathan • 
Logan, Applause, Junior 
.E~press, Mr. Vito, Kerral, 
Gino Paoli. Many originals 
and one of a kind. Long 
dresses, pant suits, slacks, 
beaded gowns. Men -
double knit jackets, 
"Special Sale! 




less than 1 mite east on 
436 - across from · Louis 
Volkswagen. Tuesday, 
~. · .. lfednesday, and,l'bunday 9-6 . 
. . \ 
Saturday 9-9. Closed Munday& 
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Red 
../ 
By Mark Weintz 
YOU MAY have heard of the 
Rosicrucians, The Hermetic 
3 Order of the Golden Dawn and 
even the hiddenorderofXanthos 
Submarinion-but have you ever 
heard of The Ancient and 
Beneficent Order of the Red, Red 
Rose? 
If you have not heard of the 
latter organization it may surprise 
you to learn that said order 
recently held a conclave which 
involved a number of FTU 
faculty, staff and adminisirators. 
The Ancient and Beneficent 
Order of the Red, Red Rose is not 
to be confused with any of the 
other above mystical orders or 
with the Red Rose, which was the 
organization of Secret Chiefs at 
the upper and inner circle of the 
Great White Brotherhood (a 
hidden assembly of . powerful 
sages). 
No exact information is really 
BYailable concerning the Red, 
Red Rose cabal other than what 
the brethren of the Order were 
willing to divulge at there 
conclave which convened at the 
Ramada Inn. Books make no 
mention of the Red, Red Rose 
Order, and up until the recent 
assembly it is said that no 
outsider has ever penetrated the 
sanctum sanctorum of the Order. 
THE CEREMONIES of the 
conclave began late in the 
afternoon under the sign of Aries 
(The House of Mars-a fiery, red, 
masculine and cardinal sign). The 
Red, Red Rose Order is an annual 
event and this year, like every 
other year, the ceremonies 
commenced out of doors. 
When all the neophytes (new 
members, initiates) had arrived, 
they were filed outside and two at 
a time taken into a small, candle-
lit room where they signed a pact 
with the Grand Old Man. The 
Grand Old Man is the supreme 
sponsor of the Red, Red Rose. 
:::: Two other officials also rank 
//_:high in the Order of the Red, Red 
~-:::::~-Rose: the Lord High Mokus and 
~ ~ ~the Grand High Scribe. 
'1 11 ~ =, THE GRAND High Scribe 
.:::. 7 
=== ~ 11 ~ 11 explained that the purpose of the 
: ~ ~ = /1 ~ //Order is to provide a contribution 
~ =~ -~ ~ II ~ = 11 ''to the FTU scholarship fund. He 
,,,,_~ q=~//~ ' · · . 
~ ~. ,, _ ~ = ~ // "'" ..:. ~ ~ ,... \\ ~1d each annual meetmg usually 
~ ~ ~ = II~ ....., .:: ~ ~\, "<:: 'l 11 II~~ ~ -~ ~ ~ :::::: ~ ~-===- ~: == ~roduces a contribution of $100. 
~ ::::: ~ ~ '' ~ ~ ~ .:::::. .:::::: A ::.--... = ~ ~ - -:::.. ~ ~ At th" ar' . 62 
· ~ \' === ~ ~ ->: 11 ~ 1, ,, ~:::::: ~ ~'{/'\, ..... ,,.. ~ ~ 11 ~; ~.,,.::: .::::~ -1- 11 ~ ' JS ye s meetmg ,\ ....., \\ // I '=: \ .,::;. ~ ' .._ "' ~ . ~ /, ~ - ._ - ~ h t • d • t d · ~ ~ ~ = ~ 11 ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ = ~ _.:::: ~ = -::::- ; -=" _ ~ 9 ~ 9 7 = ~ .... ~ ~ neop y es were m octnna e to ~ ~ II II - ~ ~ - i! ~ "I ~ - - "- ~ -:.- -th . t• d $100 \\ ::: _ ~ .:: ~ \\ .:.:; ~ 9 ::: .:::: r ~ *' \\ ::: = ~ :; "'-""'" -;: -.: ~ ~ = // ;; e organiza mn an 
~ ~ 11'';: ~ -~ ~ I/ .::::: ~ ~ - .::::: ,._*'_ ~ ""° b""' - ,,~ ~ "'= .: -== " ~ = ~ II=~ .::; ~ ,materialized for a contribution to 
~'-11 ~ ,-~ ..... - ~~- ~- '~ -
. ti 1....., ~ ~ ~ 11 ~ .-.. .. i -~ _7 = 1 _,"' 7 _.~ 11 \\ = ,, "' ~ : ::: ~-::::- !' -:- .. "."' *' _11 ~ .. ~.; ~ ~ the scholarship fund. 
The Order of the Red, Red 
Rose is not wholly a Fl'U 
organization and membership is 
open to any person active iii the 
educational profession. Valencia 
Community College and 
Seminole Junior College were 
represented at the recent 
ceremony. 
While the ceremonies were in 
process a few of the brethren of 
the Rose commented on the 
organization. 
SOME OF the brethren of the 
order seemed uncertain of the 
background of the fraternal order 
but willfully gave directions to 
someone who could give 
directions to someone who would 
comment on the organization. 
This reticence is probably due to 
the fact that each of the brethren 
is required to take a pledge of 
secrecy concerning certain 
aspects and rites of the Order: 
More concerning this region 
anon. 
0 ne anonymous FTU 
professor described the Ancient 
Order as the equivalent of a 
"faculty men's club: a social 
function." He also said, "It is a 
FTU tradition and supposedly a 
nationwide thing." 
Some of the order comments 
were, "This is my first year out of 
the neophyte stage-you picked 
the wrong guy," and "I don't 
have any particular comi:gent." 
OTHER AND more free 
spirited ·brethren offered deeper 
insight into the order. "It's a good 
opportunity for educators to get 
together and have a good time 
and it also gives new people a 
chance to get acquainted," said 
one of the brethren. 
Another brother said his only 
comment was that the wife of 
each teacher involved in the 
Order should be invited to come 
out and participate in the 
celebration of the rose. One 
eminent brother emphasized the 
scholarship aspect of the group. 
While the aforementioned 
brethren were being interviewed, 
. the neophytes were parading 
around partaking in psalmody 
singing, "We signed to join the 
Red, Red Rose and to see the 
Grand Old Man" and "Glory, 
glory rm unworthy to see the 
Grand Old Man." In addition to 
the chorus some pretty tricky 
choreography was initiated. 
The deepest secret of The 
Ancient and Beneficent Order of 
the Red, Red Rose is the identity 
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AS THE sprinklelS tum ... unwary students will 
get sprayed No one was daring enough to brave this 
barrage of water when FuTUre photographer Jay 
Klaasen snapped the picture. . 
~-- --~---
* ·f ·uTUre Classifieds * ·Campus Glances! 
- I . 
personal 
Pat Kennemer - Happy birthday 
and welcome to the family! Mary · 
Anna 
Can YOU do anything about the 
dep let i ng fuel supply, the 
pollution problem, the traf.fic and 
park ing problem? One student's 
;action & 2 & 4 & 16 ... CAN be 
effective. Will you form a carpool 
t o FTU from the SW area of 
Winter Park (around Minn. Ave.)? 
Please call 645-3603 after 7 p.m. 
Constantine is beautiful! Love, 
yourfaithful subsi.dy workers. 
H OW TO SUCCEED? Dear 
friends of t he ~ast, WE HAVE! 
May t he rest of your days be a 
happy musical and remember, the 
world is your stage. Love, Susie. 
Break a Leg, FRUMP! Or even 
blow a fuse it possible! For sure. 
The Strawberry elf is behind you 
96%. I ' II be think ing about you 
(G BW) · · 
Dea r ·cast of "HOW TO 
SUCCEED," we succeeded-great 
show! Love, Sharon 
• services 
All kinds of typing done. Phone 
Sharon Driscoit' 834-0004. 
Typing in my home. Experienced 
in all types of college papers and 
resumes. 50¢ double-spac_ed page. 
More info. Call Mrs. Hubley 
859-2929. 
help wanted· 
Part-time help - Male- for work in 
warehouse & m isc. duties. Call 
645-3811. 
STEAK & A L E RESTAURANT 
is now h iring waiters, cocktail 
waitresses and bartenders, 21 & 
over. Apply at t he Steak & Ale in 
Maitland 640 S. Orlando Ave. for 
the new restaur ant located at 
4 725 S. Orange Blossom Tri. Ask 
for Warren 645-3335. 
WILLOUGHBY'S 
RESTAURANT now hiring: 
Waiters and waitresses, part-time 
flex!ble schedu·ling, no 
experience needed. Aslo needed 
part time busers, bartenders and 
cook assistant Cal I Bob Brown or 
Allenl3ailiff at 894-4991. 
f)91sUo 
Khayyam Apts-1 bdrm $160 mo 
rent includes trash removal cable 
TV; garbage disposal and water. 
Call 273-5184. 
Maitland lakefront, completely 
furn. 3 bdrm, den, 3 baths, family 
room, formal dining. Avail. ·4/15 
- 11/1 $350 mo. Shopping & bus 
close. FORREST GREENE, INC. 
Realtors 645-2333. 
FREE room in new home in 
exchange for help driving my car, 
fem a le or married couple. 
Kitchen privileges, air cond. 13 
mi. from FTU. Call 645-2611. 
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE-New 2 
bdrm duplex apts in .quiet, 
wooded setting. Fully shag 
carpeted· with central heat & air. 
Appliances & » drapes are 
furnished. Laundry in backyard 
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance at 
Mitchell Hammock Rd. in 
Oviedo. $160 per mo. on 6 mo. 
lea~. Tel 365-3721. 
Room for rent. Immediate 
occupancy. 1 mi. from FTU--only 
$10 wk. Call 273-2212. 
Summer rental--2 br, 2 baths, air, 
pool, Oviedo, $200 a month, 
June 19 thru Aug. 26 Call ext 
2865 or 365-3200. 
for sale 
1970 Triumph Bonneville, 650 cc 
$1,000. Call 29,9-286 7 after 3. 
71 VW in good cond. 20,000 mi., 
AM rad io, $1 ,295. Call 365-5558· 
eves. & weekends. 
- ---~-- ----
COMPUTER TOUR 
South Seminole Middle 
School recently accepted a tour 
invitation and sent 180 students 
to visit the FTU campus and 
computer center, where the 
students saw the keypunch 
room, the 1130 computer :room 
and · the administrative 
proce&-;ing area. 
The Association for 
Computing Machinery also 
sponsored a computer center 
tour geared toward business 
students at the same time. 
· P. L. Arnett, c9mputer 
operations manager, commented 
that campus tours promote the 
university and its _computer 
program, and added that the 
computer center will soon 
sponsor an open house. 
GREEK WEEK 
All Greek .organizations are 
making final preparations for 
Greek Week, Monday through 
April 14. Plans include the 
traditional Greek sing, 
Volkswagen Parade and VW 
Stuffing to be held next Friday. 
Other activities include 
softball games, egg to~, pie eating 
contest, three-legged race, an ice 
race and other·games. 
The week will end April 14 
with the traditional Greek Dance 
at the ,C-Bar Ranch. 
"AGRl•BUSINES S IN FLORID 
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Gurney Makes Move 
For New Drug Bill 
Sen. Edward J. Gurney has 
proposed a bill in Congr~ to 
increase crim.inal penalties both 
for distribution of hard drugs and 
for the commi~ion of violent 
crimes while under the influence 
of hard drugs. 
The bill, modeled on a 
proposal by Gov. Nelson 
Rockefeller of New York, 
prescribes the followingpenalties: 
Distribution of marijuana, 
amphetamines and hard drugs 
such as heroin would result in life 
imprisonment for persons 16 
years of age or older. 
For those 19 or older, the life 
sentence could not be suspended 
or probated. For those 16 
through 18 years old, parole 
woUld be obtainable after 15 
years of the original life sentence 
had been served 
Crimes of violence listed in 
Gurney's bill are arson, murder, 
manslaughter, rape, kidnaping, 
"serious· robberies and 
burglaries" and air piracy. 
A person arrested within 48 
hours of commwion of a violent 
crime would be taken to a local 
medical facility to determine if a 
hard drug was in his body when 
the crime was committed. · 
Drug ·rehabilitation and drug 
education centen have been 
established nationwide, but, 
according to Gurney, as 
- commendable as these centers 
are, they have not succeeded in 
curbing drug traffic. 
Current laws have been 
ineffectual in preventing the now 
of drugs, Gurney said, adding his 
bill was designed to deter drug 
traff'IC. " The problem with the 
present laws is too many drug 
violato r s are freed afte1 
apprehension by a plea of guilty 
to a lesser crime," he said 
Gurney's plan would not allow 
such action. · 
The mandatory life sentence 
has a twofold pmpose, according 
to Gurney. It will remove the 
pusher from the street and would 
serve as a detenent to potential 
pushers. ------
POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS 
Support movements to stop 
jets from dumping their fuel into 
.the atmosphere, and ships from 
dumping wute into _the oceaD.s. 
APARTMENTS IISIGtlO 
WITH . YOOlH fi MN> - · 
You11 Ind • .. the .-..., ......... fYN PCllf ol tDMt. 
And. Gr.en Meadow offers YoU ., .. , ...... - ill ........... 
liviog •••• 17 cu.h. frost-tr. ref1i9•alui1 wilh . ~
~nuoua-clean °""'• totat black"4IUt ~ ......... ldlch-
en ceillngi, uha sound pnaof' .. -. w _,...... la aD W 
floOr, 2 IN_droom unita. 
Our lnl9rlon ARE something .a... lilt Int· far RJN, wne 
Included 2 awimming pool1, 3 liglnd ._. CIDU"9 with mNl9CI 
bleachers and 2 hanclbaU CIOUdl, 111111 ta...._ ............ 
clubhouae. 
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April 6, 1973 
WOULD YOU believe 'ihis week's·FuTUre Friday Gir),Carol Ray , isa 
business major?· This pretty blonde freshman is 18 yeus old and enjoys 
swimming and tennis. (Photo by Harry Chilcot) 
FTU Insurance Program 
Available For Field Trips 
A camper's insurance program 
is now available to FTU students 
who participate in university field 
trips and activities not covered 
under regular student insurance. 
The camper's plan provides 
individual coverage under the 
following conditions: 
-- F or FTU students not 
covered by regular insurance 
while on official university field 
trips, travel and activit ies. 
--For FTU students who are 
traveling in foreign countries for 
official university purposes and 
who are not covered by regular 
student insurance. 
- For off-campus, non-student 
visitors to campus for the time 
they are on campus. 
Students involved in activities 
requiring coverage in the above 
instances must file appropriate 
forms available at the Student 
Organizat ions office, AD 268, 
before the date of the event. 
Cost of the insurance is 10 
cents per day per person and must 





DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK EAST ORLANDO 
AI,, T AMONTE SPRINGS 17·92 at LEE ROAD 
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Debate Team Captures 
Spring Hill · Tournament 
FTU's debate team w-on five of 
the 13 tournaments they entered 
during the 197 2-73 season. Under 
the coaching of Jeff Butler, the 
debaters captured 51 trophies 
and · finished in the top eight 
teams in ten tournaments. 
During the first weekend of 
March, FTU won the Azalea 
Debate Tournament in Mobile, 
Ala. The debaters finished the 
season with a victory over a field 
which included the University of 
Pittsburgh, the University of 
Georgia, Florida State University, 
the University of Florida, 
Louisiana State University, 
Spring Hill College and Xavier 
University. 
The cross-examination method 
of debate, a seldom used form in 
college matches, was the basis of 
the Spring Hill tourney. It was 
the only "cross-ex" meet of the 
year for FTU. The team of Geoff 
Ringer and Alan Rainey defeated 
Unionization T opic 
·Of Migrant Series 
By Bill Hidden 
Do all migrant workers want a 
strong union behind them? Can 
unions actually solve most of the 
problems the migrant workers 
face today? 
These questions were 
considered Monday by a small 
gathering in the Multi Purpose 
Room, . as an informal talk and 
discussion was held on the 
problems of the migrant workers 
in Florida and around the 
country. 
The recent slavery issue in one 
Florida camp has brought quite a 
bit of national and world wide 
attention to tlie migrant workers 
and ·their problems. At FTU, a 
three-part series on the migrant 
worker opened Monday. Dr. 
Marshall Berry, professor at New 
College, spoke Thursday on 
unionization of migrant workers. 
Jim Osbourn and Al French, of 
Management Research 
Organization, were the guest 
speakers in the opening of the 
series Monday. 
Osbourn told the audience he 
believed "migrant workers 
generally receive vecy good 
wages. Their major problems are 
housing and a large percentage of 
unemployment . Therefore, 
unionization or organizing may 
no t cure all their problems." 
Al French backed these 
statements, saying, "In Florida, 
on the average, the migrant 
_worker earns $2.21 an hour . 
Only California ranks higher. As 
far as the citrus and other fruit 
industries go, Florida ranks the 
highest in the country." · 
Concerning unions and 
organizing of migrant workers, 
French used the example of the 
migrant worker.; in the sugar 
industry. Although at one time 
65 per cent of the workers were 
against joinmg a union, the trend 
is shifting gradually in the other 
direction. 
"The workers' mistrust of 
unions has prevented strong 
union support in most types of 
migatory farm work," French 
said. " This is due to a strong stand 
ma ny u nio n s have taken 
regarding workers who opposed 
union policy. Sometimes going as 
far as having migrant workers 
fired. Many workers also felt that 
actual control Qf the unions was 
out of their hands and they had 
little say in their own lives." 
The migrant worker series 
concludes this Wednesday at 7: 30 
p.m. with a debate in CB 115. 
There is no charge and the public 
invited. 
the University of South Alabama 
for the championship. A second 
FTU team, Jack Haight and Larry 
Cook advanced as far as the 
semifinals. 
FTU sophomore, David 
Larkin, Florida's top collegiate 
debater, competed in the novice 
division for the first time this year 
at the Azalea meet. He was part of 
·the winning four-man team of 
Mike Swann, Richard Bloomquist 
and Pat Gerome. 
Gerom e and Bloomquist 
finished in the top eight teams at 
the official freshman nationals in 
Chicago last Monday . The FTU 
pair competed with over 100 
colleges . in the most important 
debate matches of the season for 
freshman level students. 
FT U ' s commu nicatio ns 
department staged the·fa73 St ate 
Junior College Championships 
last week. Broward County 
College triumphed over 
Miami-Dade Junior College ·in 
the final match. All the 
elimination rounds were judged · 
by graduate students and faculty 
members Qf FTU. 
The current debate squad is so 
strong that no extensive 
recruiting program is ·being 
conducted for the 1973-74 
season. All 10 varsity debaters 
will be returning to compete next 
year. 
Campus Glances 
W ANIELISTA PRAISED 
FTU professor Martin P. 
Wanielista was recently cited·for 
outstanding enginee r ing 
achievements by the Central 
Florida Chapter of the Florida 
Engineering Society: 
W anielista was noted for 
sign ificant accomplishments 
relat ing to the 1973 engineers 
w ee k theme, " A better 
env i ro n men t · through 
technology." 
He was also praised for efforts 
on the restoration of Lake Eola 
in downtown Orlando. ' 
Office Of C ampus Ministry 
Expands Services, Staff Size 
The FTU Office of Campus 
Ministcy has expanded its office 
and services for the spring 
quarter. Tl)e office's services are 
open to all of the F'J::U 
community. 
The Office of Campus Ministry 
is an interdenominational effort 
to provide religious presence and 
spiritual dimension within the 
university community. 
Six major denominations are 
participating initially -. each 
working with own denomination 
and religious tradit iod but 
_making their services available to 
any person who might be 
interested in or in need of their 
particular expertise. 
These services will include 
pastoral counseling, spiritual 
direction, prayer groups, worship 
services, community involvement 
programs, discussion groups, 




fellowship gatherings, lectures of 
religious nature or contemporary 
moral questions. 
T he c l e r g y who are 
· participating and staffing the 
Campus Ministry Office are the 
Rev. Brad Dinsmore - Methodist; 
the Rev. Stoney Shaw - Baptist; 
Rabbi Rudolph Adler - Jewish; 
the Rev. Pat O'Neill, the Rev. Vin 
Hagan, Sister Dorothy Dawes -
Roman Catholic; the Rev. Jim 
Allen - Episc9pal, and the Rev. 
Lance Netland- Lutheran. 
The Office of Campus Ministry 
is located in VC 226 and the 
campus ministers may be 
· contacted there. Any of the other · 
. clergy may be cont.acted through 
the clergyman or volunteer 
·present in the office at any given 
time. · 
The office is open daily from 
10 a.m. until 3 p.m._ 
I 
. Fish, Shrimp, Chicken, Subs and Pizzas 
this coupon entitles you to free 
esl 
trench fries or pepsi with purchase. 
LOCATED NEXT TO SHOP & GO 
OPEN SUN. - THURS. ·11 a.m. to 11 .m. 
REAL ESTATE COURSES 
Florida's colleges and 
universities ~ second only to 
Ollifomia in the number and 
diversity of real estate programs 
offered. 
----Toda¥, 20-Fl~rida institutions 
off er real ...estate courses for 
college cre~t. Three years ago 
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·t · 1!~ @ft Jlf uij[~re ~Ol}~~c1J~~Q!01}}1~ By John The Good, Traiisient Seer # 
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~For Friday, April 6, 1973 ARIES: VIRGO: the Colorado. Somebody is tJt 
~ Your mind is slowly Stop pretending to be g9ing to dam you up pretty t)t 
*IF YOU WERE BORN shrinking. By July you will be something you're not, like a soon and it'll be all over. <ft 
TODAY: · no smarter than your English high school graduate. They won't use you to 
* You will fall -into a great . prof, and by August anybody generate power, however; if tJt 
*deal of money today. It will on the physical ed. faculty LIBRA: they get their way, you will • 
*not be yours and you will be will be able to outthink you. A 11 your immediate be used to drain power just as -& 
*caught ·with it. You will be It's because you're petting relatives are hastily writing· soon as the death penalty is tJ. 
found guilty of robbing the strange dogs again. you out of their wills. They reinstated. .s.2.. 
*bookstore of its entire week's all got the pictures she "'l'J'" 
* profit. ($3.17. Don't take my TAURUS: threatened to send to them if CAPRICORN: * 
{+word for it, ask Max.) You You were certainly born you didn't pay her. What a Weimar Republic. League if+ 
*will be prosecuted to the full under your sigh, friend; mess you're in now. of Nations. Confederate 4* 
extent of theJ aw and will be everyone quickly says you're States of America. Your ..s.1.. 
~sent to the University of full of bull. SCORPIO: . college career. Get the ::::f 
~Florida for a quarter as You fink! The deal was pattern'? 'i"f" 
* punishme.nt! GEMINI: you were to get out of town ~-+ __ + __ + __ + __ + __ + __ + _ _._ _._ ~ 
* You are witty, charming, after the job was done. What .,,..,,..,,...,....,....,...,,.~-
b... AQUARIUS·: dashing, handsome, clever are you still doing here? If 
"Ti" It was 460 years ago and humble. you know ·what's healthy for 4* 
* Sunday that ·Ponce de Leon you, then blow whil~ you +}-
*first set foot on Florida and CANCER: can. They are going to figure -f+ 
*said, " What the heck! This is Lose ugly fat while you eat out something pretty quickly. . ..s.1.. 
#not Paris either. Dag nab it ! the foods you love! is no reason to be distressed. And I told you to never meet ':!:{ I'm getting me a new After all, who needs 'em? me here. I do not want to be "i'j" navigator!" LEO: They only want to borrow connected. 4* 
* . · _ Do not be distressed by the money and things all the 4* 
{+PISCES: words of your so-called time. Good riddance. . . .I . SAGrn'ARIUS: * 
·b... Ju st r emember , like friends. That fact is they are will sell you a nice clean razor Like the Colorado River, _..,_ 
Ii, manure, money does no good not your f~ends at all. In fact blade, however, if you are not you cut deep and move "i'j" 
~::~::******.;..:;.:*;;;;****:~*********::*:;*~**:;.J" 
ODKCHAPTER 
All faculty, staff or 
administrative personnel who are 
members of Omicron Delta 
Kappa (ODK) are invited to 
participate in the founding of a 
circle at FTU. Anyone interested 
may contact Dr. Robert Bledsoe 
at ext. 2608 .or Dr. Paul 
Hart at ext 770. 
WE TYOUI 
Today is your last day to apply for the 
VILLAGE CE TER 
.+- -· _. 
Ylll.ge ·Center Main Desk --· 
COOPERATIVE GENTLEMAN displaying his 
ability to roll bis tongue for a Student's survey is . 
caught in the act by Fu'IUre photographer David 
Foster. 
Discrete 4-Channel SQ 4-Channel 
--- --
200-Watt AM/FM 
4-Channel Stereo System 
S I I 49988 If Purchased a e Individually • 620.60 . 
Derived 4-Channel 
LAFAYETTE ~rit< ~rion 
.Pickermg qevvuvu1 
llATEL·JTIE litJ d;wid fa§t~r. 
FrU ... 
Of ereat interest this week is a leaflet on FTU Food Services written 
by none other than James K. Eller, direct.or of food services. I will not 
comment farther, Eller's words are funny enough. "As director of 
auxiliary services it is part of my responsibility to handle complaints 
about the food service; since implementation of the fee-management 
program, SOME COMPLAINTS HA VE BEEN MADE, BUT NONE 
WERE ABOUT THE FOOD." 
Fle>nda Board of Regents ... 
Well, in one shot the BOR has decreed that state universities shall not 
serve wine on their campuses. In a recent 9-0 vote, the Regents. rejected 
a wine permit requested by students and administraoors at Florida 
Atlantic University at Boca Raton. ·Several months earlier F AU 
President Kenneth Williams, replaced this week by Dr. Glennwood L. 
Creech, endorsed the .idea of permitting the sale of wine in the student 
. rathskellar on campus. 
Tampa. .. 
A 10-month effort -by student government here at the University of 
Sou th Florjda to establish a new S-U (satisfactory /unsatisfactory) 
grading system has-proven successful. Two weeks ago USF President 
Cecil Mackey . has· approved the new system suggested· so long b~ 
student government. SG Secretary of Academic Affairs Ben Johnson 
said that the new plan is "not exactly what we proposed" but a great _-::7 
improvement over the present grading sy~em. Stu~P.nts at USf will no 
longer be limited to only one S-U course per ~- .'ter, and course 
instructor approVal is required to take a course f41,.- S•U rather than 
departmental approval as required previously. The new stem could 
allow some students to take up to 7.5 hours S-U. · 
***"** · 
At least here at the University of South Florida. profes.5ors already 
tenured ought ·to thank their lucky stars and µntenured professors 
should be worried Dr. Carl Riggs, vice president for academic affairs, 
told college deans and department heads here to take ~ harder, more 
~ realistic line when granting tenure to · faculty · mem.bers. And even 
tenured profeswrs are beginning to worry over a new teacher evaluation 
program approved by the Florida Board of Regents which will evaiu~te 
all profe~ors, tenured or not, most lik~ly with equal mercy--or lack of 
it. . 
***** 
Macon, Georgia. .. 
Students here at Wesleyan College have the opportunity to. attend a 
new and unquestionably unique course entitled "Aeropleustic Art"; 
translated that means "Kite and Zeppelin Making." 
The course -concentrates · exactly on what is implied in its 
title-students pend clas.5 time making and flying kites. The largest kite 
yet built by the students measures 12 by 15 feet and is known about 
the campus as "The Whale." 
***** 
Pensacola. .. 
Students here at the University of West Florida are being given a 
chance to nominate the best .profe~or from every ' college at the · 
university. :Each student is allowed one nomination and the selected 
teachers will receive a pat on th·e back-and a $500 prize from the 
Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee. 
***** Fairbanks, Alaska. .. 
It appears that our food service is not alone in its troubles to serve 
students a variety of foods and still keep costs down. Food service at 
the University of Alaska has been plagued by a fixed budget and 
fantastically skyrocketing food prices and is desparately looking for 
alternatives to economize wherever possible. And of course, University 
of Alaska students can ~ace in the near future chicken and hamberger in 
pies and patties. Fl'U's food ·service faces the same problems. and 
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The Complete System Includes: iC * * * lf 
• Lafayette LR-440 200-Watt AMI FM 4-Chan~~ I ~t e re~. Receiver- plays eve ry t~ing in ~ 
4 Channel ·-SO. Discrete. Derived. Fedtures Acritune Prec1s1on Visua l FM Tun ing and ~ 
Superb AM FM Stereo Reception · 
• Garrard 408 3-Speeil' Au tomatic Turntable with attractive matching base' ~ 
• Pickering P/ ATE-1 Ell iptira l Stereo Magnetic Cartridge 
• 4 "Cr: terion 77" 3-Speaker 3-Way Bookshelf Acoustic-Suspension Speaker System- iC 
fe~tures 81/2 " Woofer, 31/z " Mid-Range Speaker, l1 '2 " Direct Radiator Type Tweeter. * plus oil walnut cabinetry • ~ .!Im---Also authorized Dealer for.._ _ _ .., i PANASONIC HI-Fl• SONY • . AKAi. GARRARD. °* iC * SHURE, HITA_CHI, KGSS AND M~·Nv·-. oTH~RS': ~ ~ 
# COMPLETE LINE OF CAR .· . . . # ! 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
STUDENTS, PICK UP YOUR 
'MONEY OR BOOKS TODAY 
-_JHR~UGH APRlt_ 13· 
·* -* 
lf 
~ - ·* 
i TAPE .PLAYERS & SP.EAKERS.#-ie 
-& LAFAYETTE RADIO ASSOCIATE STORE . '· # : 
-I+ 1225 N. Mills 4* '* phone 896-3801 ;+ iC open 9 am • 2:45 p111 '* - '* ~ vc· R 2 ~ .*********************************** 00111 II 
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. ·President ~ichar.d Nbfp~i. h~is_ ... ~-million; sligntly less ·th~ last yeai. 
~n?-~n.:e~d ·a -.·~o~ . oJ .. )~~~ · ::.· ~~ ;~.~ ·:fni>~e-~tlilfu i :t~~ ave~g~ .of 
m)_l!.I~!F:-~n ·~e~~~- ~f~~%~~µ~:·!?~ ·: .".:: .p.re~us~Y.~¥S~· . '.!··: -~ ·-. · : 
av~ila!}11,'! :t h·IS · ·sqmm~~:-i-f;91.··Y,~U..th : :.. :·: -~- T.hr-ee , ij1~f ei:~t~ sources are 
pro · -~ ·- -~· .$~ )liil!}o1fdnpm'ff~~ f. 0itv.aila}!le to·statesaii'dfo~ljtiesin 
- - over ~.a · · ~-~.::-~- '._~:"-:,'- :· ·7 • .-~ :~ ·proViding,such jobs:. 
liu~ · ·:ifu.'t:" r~leasMlMarch *The Emergency Employment: · 
·21, ._ .. ? icated the rapid Assistan~ce Act. Under a 
_. Efxp~t .-·:· ., .. ~- of the nation's .. - continuing resolut'i~n passed p;v 
ectn~ . om~( .h~ increas~d job ~- -congre.:ss.last.inonth $1.25 billion 
pro~J'.!~1 -v..'(§r.)~o~ng·:,p~~ons in .. for the. t~·irent' fiscal year is 
.th_e sunime-r. ~.: ., .. ~~ _ _ ·o "_. available7"'foi this program: Th·e 
Last y;e:~, _--;however, the President estimates.that the states 
unemployment rate for youth and locat communities will be 
dropped .by 1.8 per cent, ·even able to. use some $300 million of 
though _ the~_youth labor fore~ it f9r ·sqmmeryouthjobs . . 
increa5eq -~y.51.:1' milli0n persons~ *Direct Fe.deral Employment. 
. One_ ~po~nt element in. the $50:4 million i~ directly a".ailable . 
·• employment. picture-esi:>"ecfally to the federal government for 
aimed towara th" disadva~taged . hiri~g young persons through 
. . Y~uth ii:t tlie .cen .. al cities wJ:!.ose ongoing ·federal programs. The · 
w;iemp,Ioyment rate i~ "far too Federal-State Employment 
high" --is _that funding _ from Service should provide a total of 
fe(reral 1rrograms will __ l>e, · 120,000 jobs for young 
sufficient to support 776,000 job Americans through its Youth 
opportunities for y<;mng persons. Summer Placement Program. 
Total f ederhl funding available *Youth Conservation Corps. 
for this- effort will be .maM $3.5 million is availaJ:?.le for 
Biology Cours~ 
To · Tour Parks 
A five:week summer biology 
tour course is being planned June 
lS - July 21 by the biology 
department, and will be open to 
' anyone who has had the basic 
biology course. Students will tom 
state, national and private par-k 
campgrounds in Florida and 
Georgia. · 
Dr. Hen_ry Whittier, program 
coordinatar, said he encourag.es 
advanced biology students, 
biology teachers and interested · 
students in ·related fields such as 
art and hiS°tOry to sign up in the 
biology , ~epartment by May 20 
~ 2 ~ for the · eight;hour credit course. 
A $50 <le~:Qsit is required. 
Thre0'litiU:-rs will be consider~d 
semiiiW'·i~{fooL 491) and five 
hour&.,wJJ.(be theobiology (BIOL 
490).= °{~~.()µate numbers will be 
690 and 6~1, respectively. 
Additional credits may be taken 
under field botany or under 
special research topics. · 
Study for the tour, officially to 
be known as the Summer 
Program in Florida Natural 
History, will be on an 
independent basis. Students will 
- prepare field notes and specimens 
as well as present talks and papers 
in their specialized areas (birds, 
.fish, plants and so on). 
Environmental problems will also 
be explored. 
Whittier sees himself more as a 
program supervisor than ·a 
lecturer. His tentative itinerary 
includes lectures by forest rangers 
and other personnel at the various 
parks. Several faculty ·members , 
have indicat~d they may join the 
group for special talks. 
Charges for the course will be ·F'FU~~'-Iloulevard 
··.- ·-~,_-· ·. · regular tuition plus shared 
M~s:~ Be Changed . expenses . for park fees, canoe 
--- - --.-· ,-· ··-· .. · -. ·· • ·- ~ · · - r-ental, mileage and tolls. 'Fhose 
W l~h'. .: U.n1vers1 ty w~o are selecte.d -~ ~rive :Vill be 
· . : \,·.:: ,·, · · reunbursed for ·official mileage. 
~jfij .... ~1:1U'~ proposed name Food will be bought in bulk to 
cha~~~~· :ma~y ~a:ve .been reduce c.ost$. The biology 
won.~~p'tlg ·-w~t !ill: h.~p.pen tG depart~~nt· will provide camping 
Fl?~~;i,:~e.~Jr~ule.v~d: . _ ~ - . equipment plus· a - ~o~plet~ 
. ~;a;m,~~:J'.~ ·.ef ~~·re~ts-_ _ ·1~ mo~ilelaJ:>~o~tory ~d'library . . 
umnc~~J.ipi:ated _~~~ug ~~ ~e Whit.tier -(e~·t. _2330) ls 
Oran-n.ere.nunh•·.:COJilllllsston.-;Tfie ail ·bl ~ .. -· ·• f ti .:. ,!6_ -.w,--._-~J:- ~ ~ ... · .• . ..... av a e .1..or ,Jilore m orma ou. 
·Original idea f-0r FTU Boulevard Registration for the-course will be 
FuTUre 
-... ~-·~ ~ i'"~ ;" .. ·, : . ..:. 
summerjob'programs. ·y , : , ··ye~-~~~~i,11 be:Qv
1
ail.!!Jlle thro~gh 
President· ,"Nixon said .he ·was· . - fede.r~H~ · · ~hded:·: recreation 
happy to re~ort this.govel11Hlent } pro~~: '-<:>Re~ted- .. bY , cities, 
commitment to summer Jobs is· .. C6Ueges'";~n:(h uajversities. These 
being match.ed ·by sigiiifcani · .. ·· ~. ~i>m~~ ·~ .'_: ~rgeted . ~o the 
efforts in the'private sector. - "' , . . ·. needS" _of - ·~8'dvant.aged youth . 
, "For exampie," he said, ~'the - proV.i~in~ ,1lh~m<with h.ealthful 
NatiQ:qal. Alliance of Businessinen . exe~ise,. spoft.s ~nstruct1on and 
pfuns to hire · 175,000 y~ui:ig, r ex~6s~re 50·· '• local cultural 
p~rsons in 126 'major in~titutiens. ~ . 
metropolitianareas." . ·· O~her summer. p~grams ~ 
Catching all yo:uth ' in the.,. provide transp~~t1on services 
summer program, recreational t!lr t_he employn:i!n~ and 
opportunities for·tl)ose 'under 14 · recreat1onal' opp0rtumt1es. Also, 
· the summer. nutrition program 
Aprll 6, 1973 
will feed nearly 2 . million . n~ 
you111 Americans 128 million 
me~L -~ · 
GR;EENHOUSJf _. .. ., ; ,· 
FTU~ ···latest supen~rttctl:ire1 
the Biology Club's greeiihou~_, is 
being assembled next to the 
R.OTC bulldin 
COULD IT be the FuTUre Four in a moment of 
undisguise? Hardly. It's actually FTU's "Wheezer 
Man" Bill McGrath, rig~t, te~chi~g (from left) Larry 
Mccorkle; Shelby Strother and Dave Foster the 
finer points of the pastime of Wheezer throwing. 
(Photo by Craig P...oweU) 
· came· from- Dr. Ralph Poe, a held dunng advanced and.regular. 
CQunty ~~l'.!llDissioner. Poe said in ~mme.~,'.iegistration. Enrollment, ., 
. ~ytelep)!on~}nterview that if the . will 1$~)~itet1 t'o 20 stUdents. . •.:'' t· 
· sehoo~~s l)JP.Ire is-changed .the road -· , · · ··. ' · 
would· ;D,e;· renamed - but not 
necesSaiil-Y;.""'tt-er the;-.seho9}. Th.e ., . 
isSue · $~ _ y.et :·has; Jiot .be~n · , ~ . 
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oldsox' Ferrell Finds 
Keys To Better Hitting 
By Fred Cay · 
CONFIDENCE, maturity 
and a few extra pounds 
apparently are the key 
ingredients that have turned 
Mike Ferrell into the hitting 
sensation of the first half of 
FTU's first varsity baseball 
season. 
The 22-year-old physical 
education major had been a 
good player for two years at 
Seminole Junior College and one 
year at Rollins. His average 
usually wound up around the 
.300 mark, but only after a 
customary late-season surge 
which would pull it out of the 
mediocre category. 
Thus, there was no obvious 
explanation for. the torrid start 
he got off to which has seen him 
lead the te~ in hitting and runs 
scored-his average actually well 
MIKE FERRELL 
over .400 until the last week or 
so. . 
"YEH, THIS is definitely my 
best hitting year yet," Ferrell 
admitted. "I guess it would have 
to be because I'm stronger--! put 
on about 10 pounds since last 
year--and have more confidence. 
That really means a lot." 
Ferrell also thinks he just may 
have learned a few things 
through experience-like cutting 
down his swing to lessen the 
number of strikeouts. Though 
somewhat of a free swinger, he 
usuallY always manages to get a 
piece of the ball. 
"fm hitting the curve a lot 
better now," pointed out the 
5-11, 170 pound 
second-baseman. "Also, when I · 
get two strikes, I concentrate on 
just trying to meet the ball_" 
THOUGH HE is the leading 
hitter, he is also the leadoff 
hitter and doesn't care to be 
switched from that spot. Against 
Air Force in a doubleheader last 
Friday, .he went hitless--the first 
time he's gone two straight 
games without a hit-and he was 
batting in the No. 3 spot. 
"I like to lead off," stated the 
sandy-haired senior.11:You usually 
get to see better pitches--the 
pitchers don't expect the 
lead-off batter to be one of the 
best hitters. Also, I get a cµance 
to steal if I do get on base." 
Ferrell doesn't feel batting 
down in the order, often with 
men on base, adds undue 
pressure. But he does feel more 
comfortable in the top spot. 
"And I get more ups that way, 
too," he-added. 
WHILE THERE seems to be 
no question about what he can 
do with th.e bat, his play in the 
field has been th~ main concern. 
This is only Ferrell's 'first year as 
a second-sacker and his 
inexperience has shown at times. 
"I know I need a lot of work 
at second," he admitted, "but I 
consider it a challengf". I feel I 
may have hurt the team out 
there · sometimes but we don't 
have a lot of depth So we have to 
play people out of position. · 
The ex-outfielder wants to 
learn the position and Coach 
Doug Holmquist is sure that he 
can. "Second-base is his 
position," said Holmquist. "As 
far as his hitting goes .. .I'm sure 
he could make it to Class AAA. 
He just needs to work at playing 
second. I know he has the 
ability." 
"HE'LL DEFINITELY be the 
hardest one to replace next 
year," Holmquist added. 
Amazingly, the team's top 
hitter does not even have a 
scholarship to play this season. 
He sat out last year, his first at 
FTU, and ?Imost didn't play this 
year. 
"I'm glad I didn't give it up, 
though," he said. "Now I'd like 
a chance to play pro ball if I 
could. Early in the season, 
statistics don't mean too much, 
but now that it's past the 
halfway point of the season the 
scouts will start to take notice of 
good averages." 
REGARDLESS of anything 
else, Mike has already exceeded 
his goals set at the season's start. 
"I figured if I got 150 at-bats 
this year, I should get 50 hits (a 
.333 average) but I'm 30 for 80 
now, a .375 average." · 
Fu TU re Page 17 
In Wrestling Federation Nationals 
House's 'Best Ever' Takes 5th 
WINNING a fifth-place 
trophy and wrestling "my best 
match ever" are the two things 
John Rouse can point to with 
pride from last weekend's U.S: 
Wrestling Federation Nationals 
at Colorado State University. 
Rouse, formerly the 
heavyweight for FTU's wrestling 
squad and now Gerry Gergley's 
assistant coach, competed in the 
AAU-sponsored event "because I 
thought I could place" and also 
because the competitive spark is 
still there. 
"John participated in the 
sport only two years and still 
wants to wrestle," explained 
Gergley. He's a young, active 
guy and needs to compete when 
he gets the chance." 
"fM GOING to enter the 
state AA U tournament this 
weekend along with the guys on 
the team," stated Rouse with a 
look of anticipation. "And I 
think I can do pretty well, too." 
But back to his performance 
in last week's nationais, of which 
Rouse is justifiably proud. 
In last week's performance he 
finished fifth in a field of 10 
heavyweights-three of those are 
current or former national 
champs. 
"ONLY THE best guys were 
left · in the heavyweight class," 
began Rouse. "Chris Taylor 
(420-lb. NCAA champ) was 
supposed to be there and he 
scared off a lot of the other 
guys, so they dropped down to 
the 220-lb. class. 
"It was funny--guys were 
By Fred Cay 
sitting in the steam rooms all 
day trying to lose weight and 
avoid Taylor--then he didn't 
even show up. 
"It did narrow down the 
heavyweight group quite a bit, 
though," he added. "There 
weren't any easy touches left." 
ROUSE whipped the eventual 
third-place-finisher, Doug Mayla 
of the University of Colorado, 
7-2, before suffering a pinfall at 
the hands of Northern Iowa's 
Mike Mccready, who went on to 
win the heavyweight class. 
Rouse, incid~ntally, had only a 
JOHN ROUSE 
40-minute rest between those 
two matches. 
But the one he'll remember 
best, the one he calls his "best 
match ever," · was against 
Colorado State's Ken Hines. 
Hines, the tourney's fourth seed, 
was naturally the home crowd 
favori te and jumped out to a 2-0 
lead to the pleasure of 
approximately 9,000 spectators. 
Hines still led by 4-2 at the 
end of the second period but the 
5-11, 240-lb. Rouse was far from 
through. With only one minute 
to ·go in the nine-m~nute match, 
he got a double-leg takedown on 
his tiring opponent to tie and 
then a near pin as the once noisy 
crowd grew silent. Silent, that is, 
except for Rouse's one 
sup porter--his roommate Pat 
Ward, who accompanied him to 
the competition. 
ROUSE, won the match 7-4 
with the riding time added. " It 
was very satisfying," beamed 
Rouse, "coming from behind 
like that and having to go 'nine 
minutes, too." 
Team title of the tourney 
went to the Chicago-based 
Mayor Daley Youth Foundation. 
Outstanding wrestler award was 
carried off by Yoshira Fugita, a 
125-pounder ~rom Oklahoma 
State. 
In addition to Rouse, most of 
FTU's team members will go to 
the Florida Amateur Wrestling 
Association championships at 
Patrick Air Force Base m 
Satellite - Beach tomorrow and 
Sunday. International rules will 
apply and there will be 11 
weight classes. 
Why Not Track At FTU? 
LAST WEEKEND I had the 
privilege of watching one of the 
finest track meets in the U.S., 
the Florida Relays. The meet, 
under the supervision of Florida 
track coach Jimmy Carnes, ran 
remarkably smooth and it was a 
pleasure to watch some of the 
finest athletes in the world, 
including some Olympic 
medalists. 
Watching the meet brought 
something to my mind: track is 
certainly . an easy sport to 
finance. Outside of the initial 
cost of a track, the annual costs 
of a track team are meager. 
WHY ISN'T there a track 
team at FTU? The answer is 
simple . There hasn't been 
enough interest to warrant 
forming a track team, which is 
unusual because there is enot,tgh 
talent in the school already to 
form a competitive team right 
now. Central Florida is one of 
the coming areas in the nation in 
track. Right now, many past 
high school track stars are going 
to FTU. 
Really. If Berry College or 
Alleghany College can field a 
competitive team, there's no 
reason FTU can't. 
A track team would have to 
start out as ,an extramural sport. 
Dennis Kamrad is the director of 
extramurals and I'm sure that he 
would ·not mind working on the 
idea of a · trac~ team if the 
interest was shown. 
MEMPHIS STA TE came a . 
couple of personal fouls from 
defeating UCLA in the NCAA 
Basketball Championships. If 
several of Memphis State's 
players had not gotten into foul 
trouble and if one of UCLA's 
players (I forget his name) had 
fouled out, the score might have 
been different. 
Of course, fouls are part of 
the game, but it's fun to 
speculate how close FTU ·came 
to being a part of the National 
Champions 1972-19173- schedule. 
· After' all, only about 30 teams 
played Memphis State. And FTU 
By Larry McCorkle 
could truthfully say that only 
the national champion (in this 
case, · the national runnerup) 
could defeat FTU by 49 points. 
On the subject of basketball, 
recently one of FTU's black 
basketball players and a friend, 
also black, were driving home 
from a short stay in Pensacola. 
Passing through a small north 
F1orida town the two were 
picked up for exceeding the 
speed limit. 
THE SHERIFF, who .must 
have resembled something out of 
TORCHY CLARK 
the Dodge commercials ("Yore 
in a heap of trouble") promptly 
tossed our hero and his 
accomplice in jail because the 
two had a total of seven dollars 
between them while bail was set 
BENMEIXL 
at $37. When the constitutional 
right of a phone call came up, 
the sheriff only laughed and 
saia, "The's only in murder 
cases, boy." 
Eventually they were allowed 
their phone call, and fortunately 
our hero's friend had 
connections jn Pensacola. ·.Bail 
was finally paid and the dynamic 
duo went on their way. 
· If you get a · chance, go out 
and see the baseball team play. 
This Saturday FTU will play at· 
Harper-Shepherd in Winter Park 
the University of Miami, a team 
who has flirted around the top 
10 all year in the nation's polls. 
Game time is 2 p.m. 
FOR THOSE whp saw last 
year's baseball team play, and 
are afraid to come out because 
you did see it, give this year's 
team a chance. I'm sure you will 
be surprised One thing is for 
sure. They look like a team. And 
there is no funny business. They 
are out there to win a game; I've 
heard more than one team say 
that FTU is one of the best 
hitting teams they ever saw. So 
far, the team's problem has been 
pitching. 
· Skipping back to basketball, 
Coaches Torchy Clark and Ben 
Meixl have been . busy recruiting 
for next year's team. Both have 
been. searching for that sleeper 
that can further upgrade the . 
program. Prospects have visited 
Disney World, the beaches, and a 
Minnesota Twins game with one 
of the Clarks. If you were eating 
dinner in the FTU cafeteria 
around · -6 p.m. Tuesday, you 
could have seen five of six of the 
finer junior college players in the 
state. They were having dinner 
with Meixl. All these prospects 
look encouraging. The 'only 
problem is that Clark only has 
four scholarships. 
\ 
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He Really Works At · His Tennis 
Jim Kelaher likes tennis. In 
fact, he has such a love for th·e 
game that he has decided· to 
devote his entire life to the 
sport. 
Right now, Jim is playing on 
the FTU tennis team and 
teaching tennis in his free time. 
'!bat's quite an accomplishment 
for the ·senior pre-law student, 
especially when you consider 
where Jim is doing his tennis 
instruction. 
Jim is the tennis pro at ':Ole 
Springs, formerly Sanlando 
Springs, - an · exclusive 
condominum development 
catering to some of the 
wealthiest people in Central 
Florida 
Be sides giving private, 
individual te~is lessons, Jim 
manages the pro shop. Inside the 
· spacious display room which 
By Bill McGrath 
overlooks four layco courts, Jim 
strings · racquets- and offers his 
experience in helping tennis 
· players in the selection of tennis 
equipment and apparel. 
Although Jim finds the 
oosition to be an exciting 
challenge, he knows-that his step 
up into the role of a tennis pro 
has cost him dearly. When he 
fust came to FTU three years 
ago, Jim was the number, one 
player on the team. This year, he 
finds himself in the No. 8 
position. 
The situation must be 
difficult for Jim to comprehend. 
How can a guy who is good 
enough to become a tennis pro, 
fail to start on his school's tennis 
team? Well, . Jim expressed it 
best. "While the team practices 
four hours a day, fm lucky to 
make two hours. And. I don't 
get to play a variety of 
individuals." 
But, then Kelaher is quick to 
add that there is another reason 
for the transition from No. 1 to 
No. 8. And it boils down to the 
strength of the FTU team, 
something most people fail to 
realize. "When I came here two 
of the local high schools could 
beat us, now we can play tennis 
evenly with any college o.r 
university in the southeast.,, 
"However, FTU needs more 
'scholarship money to get better 
quality players like Octavio Piva 
and Mike Dezeeuw," said 
Kelaher. Piva and DeZeeuw are 
the top players from Brazil and 
South Africa, respectively, and 
are Coach Wood's choicest finds 
on his tennis squad. _ 
Jim's conversation flows 
freely when he talks of tennis. 
Realizing that tennis takes years 
to become good at, he says, 
"When people first learn to play, 
they spend most of their time 
during the first few months 
chasing balls 'all over the court. 
Naturally, this is discouraging 
but it is the only way to learn. 
Too many people give up before 
they give it a decent try," said 
Kelaher. 
As for tennis at the college 
and prof essiorial level, Jim says, 
"Tennis won't be a good 
spectator sport until more 
people play it. Tennis is not that 
interesting to most people. You 
have to know the game to 
appreciate it." And obviously, 
most people ~on't know enough 
about the game even though . it 
has skyrocketed in popularity 
and become the sport of the 
70's, he·added. 
After a quick view . of the 
people who play at The Springs, 
Apd6, 1973 
Lifters Ra.nk High 
In Junior Meet 
Six members of FTU's weightlifting club scored high in the 1973 
Junior Florida Association AAU Championships held Saturday in Vero 
Beach. 
Here are the results: 
Class Place Lifter Snatch Clean & Jerk Total 
123 3rd Sheridan Becht 105 155 260 
132 1st John Milburn 120 170 290 
148 2nd Chico Figue.roa 115 170 285 
165 4th Doug Zitza 155 215 370 
165 5th Mike Brown 130 170 300 
198 6th Marty Lee 190 235 425 
Three o.f the lifters were competing in their ~IrSt meet and will give 
the team greater depth. This will help in theu next ~eet, th~ U.S. 
Region IV · Championships to be held Saturday, April 28, ID St. 
Petersburg. 
A clinic for teenagers will be held on April 20-21 in the dome locat-:c:t 
behind the FTU swimming pool. This will be open to all teenagers ID 
the state. All ·aspects of training and competition will be covered. 
Anyone interested in learning proper technique in li~ting is wel~ome. 
This is part of a nation-wide program aimed at develop1Dg young bfters. 
EXTRAMURAL SWIMMING 
FTU has been invited to participate in the Rollins College 
Intercollegiate swim meet on Saturday, April 14. 
The meet will start at 9 a.m. There are eight events listed for both 
men and women. Any persons interested in participating should contact 
the Extramural Office between 2 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. . 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, and between 3 p.m. and 
5: 30 p.m. on Thursday. 
CREW FACES SOUTHERN 
FTU's crew team will challenge Florida Southern in a crew race 
tomorrow in Lakeland. The race will begin at 11 a.m. Florida Southern 
is unbeaten this year. 
WOMEN NETTERS FALL 
The women's ,extramural tennis team was defeated Monday by a . 
strong team from Tampa University 4-1. 
The big surprise was in the No. 1 match where FTU's Holly Lutz 
defeated Tampa's No. 1 player, 6-2, 0-6, 6-0. 
The loss of Tampa lowered the women's record to 1-2. Besides the 
Tampa match FTU has beaten Indian River and lost to Florida 
(Co.ntinuedonPage19) Southern ' · 
JIM KELAHER · 
******************************************* * . ~ 
· ! GET INVOL YEO IN THE SPRING ELECTIONS t 
* • "* • 
! STUDENT GOVERNMENT ! 
! PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS ! 
* ~ ! PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT OFFICES. t 
* ~ * • *. • 
! DECLARE CANDIDACY: TODAY - APRIL 13 9:00 am - 4:00 pm ! ,-" * . ~ 
! CANDIDATES MEET APRIL 13 . 3:00 pm VC 200 ! 
! CAMPAINING: · April 16 - April 27 t 
* ~ * ~ 
1~ : ELECTIONS; April 26, 27 t 
! MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM, ·VILLAGE CENTER ! 
* . ·** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '* 
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U Battles Ranked 'Canes Tennis Tea~ Tops Tampa 
THE COLLEGE baseball team 
considered to be the best in 
Ftorida and cu.nently ranked as 
number four in the whole 
country will be challenged by an 
ambitious FrU Goldsox squad 
tomonow at 2 p.m. at Winter 
Park's Huper-Sb.ephenl Field 
'lhe 22-8 Miami Hurricanes, 
paced offensively by second 
baseman Ben Castillo, first 
baseman Orlando Gonzales and 
freshman shortstop Wayne 
Krenchicki, just recently 
completed a grueling 19-day, 
21..game stret.ch which saw their 
record slip slightly from their 
By Fred Cay 
early hot pace. 
And ready to battle them 
tomoD'ow will be an FTU squad 
which hasn't won in its last five 
outings, but nonethele~ is still a 
respectable 13-8. 
"WE DON'T have any more 
breaks in our schedule this year," 
head coach Doug Holmquist 
observed "Miami's the best we'll 
face this year and after them we 
have to play Lyndon State, which 
is the best team in the 
Vermont-New Hampshire area." 
The pitching we've been going 
against has really been rough," he 
continued. "I don't really know 
HERE'S GEORGE Royal after he slammed a bases loaded triple to 
win a basebaD game. He also did not make any fielding errors. George is 
really happy. By the way, George. Did your mother ever tell you about 
Ultra Brite? (Photo by.Pat Ryan) · · 
! ............................................. . 
Complete FISHER Systems 
;---~---'--J 
From $249.95 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
------- · Stereo by: KLH, Marantz, Fisher, : 
Sony, Etc. • 
333 Park Ave. South, Next to Colony Theatre, Winter Park 
····~···················-····~~···············'-
OPEN . NIGHTS 
OYIEOO CHILD CARE 
& KINDERGARTEN 
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten 
I acre fenced playground 
hot lunches 
why, but we've been getting 
everybody,s best pitchei: and I'm 
beginning to expect it now." 
In the case of Miami, the 
Goldsox will probably have to go 
against either lefty Stan 
Jakubowski or right-hander Gary 
Samo, the 'Canes no. 3 and 4 
hurlers. However, l;»oth of those 
have 3-0 records and both have 
excellent control 
CASTILLO, honorable 
mention on last year's 
All-American team, leads the 
Miami team with 31 RBI's. 
Freshman Krenchicki is the · 
squad's leading hitter at .313 and 
the speedy Gonzales has stolen 25 
bases. 
Lanky Bill Larsen will handle 
the mound chores for the 
Goldsox, his first start in a week 
and a half. 
The main reason he hasn't been 
pitching more is because the 
Goldsox haven't been playing 
many games recently--tbe 
weatherman hasn't cooperated 
Three contests have been rained 
out in the last week. 
MOST RECENTLY, FTtJ lost 
a 7-3 decision to Harvard in St. 
Petersburg Tuesday night. Five 
FTU errors paved the way for the 
Crimson, who scored five 
tinearned runs. The Goldsox 
actually jumped out to a 3-0 first 
inning lead on a booming 
375-foot triple off the right-field 
wall by Pat McCarty with two on. 
Harvard also committed a couple 
miscues to aid the · rally, and 
McCarty scored on a passed ball. 
The Goldsox were only able to 
muster a lone hit. thereafter, while 
the Crimson scored three times in 
the second, three more in the. 
fifth and one in the seventh. Pete 
MacLaughlin pitched a good 
game for FTU and displayed 
better control than usual, walking 
just two and striking out e.ight in 
six innings, but his record ·fell to 
3-5. 
By Bill McGrath 
The FrU varsity tennis team pounded The University of Tampa 9-0 
onday in a match played on the FTU courts. The match victo.ry gave 
FTU an 8-1 record going into a showdown Wednesday with the 
University of South Florida. Octavia Piva, the Knight's number one ace 
was the only person who was kept from an easy win. Piva, down 5-4 in 
the econd set, rallied to take a 7-5 set and the match. 
SINGLES 
1-0ctavia Piva d. Rick Deeb 6-1 , 7-5 
2-Mike Dezeeuw d. Mike Brandon 6-1, 6-2 
3-J oe Lucci d. Phil. Hess 6-0, 6-0 
4-Craig Linton d. J. D. Whyte 6-2, 6-3 
5-Neil Ho.ward d. Stan Borawski 6-3, 6-3 
6-Hernando Diaz d. Dave Yassallo 6-2, 6-1 
DOUBLES 
1-DeZeeuw, Lucci d. Deeb, Brandon 6-1, 6-2 
2-Linton, Piva d. Hess, Yassallo 6-1, 6-0 
3-Diaz, Howard d. Whyte, Borawski 6-4, 6-3 
N~il Howard, FTU's no. 6 man moved into the no. 5 position for the 
match to fill the slot vacated by Bill McGrath who is sidelined with a 
sprained back. Now, at no. 6 for the Knights is.Hernando Diaz, another 
Brazilian tennis player recruited by Coach W~d. . 
,~·'·"';;;!..A~"~~ 
FTU'S MIKE Dezeeuw slams an ace against Tampa. (Photo by Mike 
Johnston) · 
IM ·Action Gets" Into FuH Swing 
The six-team independent 
league in men's intramural water 
polo will get under way Monday . 
Team A, which has a pair of 
players over 6-6, looks to be an 
early favorite. 
Powell's People. and TKE II 
also ·appear to be contenders for into their schedule . 
t h e t o p s p o t i n t h e Def ending champ and Gold 
two-and-one-half week long League favorite, Alpha Tau 
sport. Winner of this league will Omega, takes on Tau Epsilon Phi 
take on the victor between the on Tuesday, then Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity · Gold and Black ·<;>n Thursday. Black league 
Leagues, which are already well front-runner, Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
- · will be tested by Sigma Sigma Chi 
************************.*****: in another . important game 
.ALFA YA TRAIL APARTMENT.S · Th~=YA .vs. Powell's People is 
* •1 LI ~ • A ·· •1 ; the week's top offering in the -#. ava1 au e 1n P.r• ~ . * independent division. That 
* 
* contest will be Wednseday at 6 . . * ~~ 
#2 b/r un•ts-furnished, po~J. recreation*·. *** * · * Women's softball will start 
*room, .tennis· court~. * Mondaywitheightteamsbattling * · · * for the title. The Immortals are * - * the defending champs. * Ph. 277-2360 for informati~n. * *** 
• ..... -..-... w ... ..-... ,..w ... !WI ... ,.. ..... ,..., ******************************* _ Mon~y is the last chance.to ---------------------------,enter this year's IM wrestling 
&'ill & tournament. Required clinics will . • . ~ be held April 9-18. The tourney · - · will be April 19 in the Village · Center Assembly Room. 
"MR. COL..OR TV" 
• TV • STEREO• RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS 
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS 
* 1033 N. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL 
L;) /1/• * 11 Melody Corner" /:;)~ 
-----TAPES--and--lfECORDS _____ _ 
AT 01.SCOUNT PRICES 
.._ __________________________________________ ....... 
· Kelaher 
(Co.ntinued from Page 181 
it is obvious why · tennis has 
boomed. Tennis is a sport with 
carry-over value, and unlike 
most other sports, it can be 
played long after college. Social 
level tennis is an excellent way 
to keep fit. According to Jim,: 
many athletes play it in their off 
seas<> n. Baltimore Colts 
defensive back Jack Mildren, 
who lives at The Springs and is a 
tennis regular, says that his 
coach suggested tennis for the 
off season. 
. After graduation in June, Jim . 
will manage pro shops for the 
Pro-Ten Management Corp. 
because, "I would like to stay in 
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~ ·We Have he ~ 
I Largest Student uarte.rs Avai a le ow . i 
i . No W a iting! ~ 
= = - -- --- --- -I . ALL BRAND NEW ~ - -- ' = - --- -. - -
I ~ijI\C1ER£T!JZY . . .i ' - -- -- -- -i f\Ff\R!JZME ll1£ . 1 · - -- -...... - -- -- - · i Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU i · 
i PHONE(305) 273-2720 ; ~ 
i . 831-1222 ~ - --- -- = I e -
~ 1 & 2 BEDROOM COMPLETELY ~ : - -- -
· ~ · FURNl.SHED APARTMENT.S . · . ~ - . . -- -- = = ·-- --
5 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * *• * * ·5 i * SWiMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) · . ~ J 
i * SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN . · ~ 
~ *TRASH REM.OVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED · ~-
. ~ •NOLEASES(30DAYNOTICETOVACATEREQUIRED) § - . = 
~ *ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st ~ -~ •COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES § - = § "'CENTRAL HEAT AND Al R CONDITIONING . ~ - -- -- . = I THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO ~ · - -i CONNECTIONS · WITH ANY OTHER · i - -. = 
i · BUILDINGS IN THE AREA · . . ~ . - -= = . - -
i FOR RENTALS TALK TO ~ - -- -i W. M. LYNCH MANAGER i. - . -
~ MAIN OFFICE: l 2017 ·SOlON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA · · ~ . 
.. - -
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